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Gov Cuomo grants clemency to
immigrants facing deportation
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

BEACON, January 4 – January 10, 2018 newyorkbeacon.net

G

ov. Andrew Cuomo
has granted pardons to
immigrants facing deportation and immigration challenges. His action was taken in
the face of federal government
targeting immigrants.
The Governor also issued
pardons to 18 individuals who
are contributing members of
society and face the threat of
deportation and other immigration challenges including
misdemeanors and non-violent
crimes when they were 16 or 17
years old and have been crime
free for 10 years.
“These New Yorkers shave
proved their rehabilitation, in
some cases for Cades, but have
been unable to gain legal status
or fully reenter society due to
the stigma of conviction,” said
Gov. Cuomo.

Schumer wants chaplains
to return to federal prisons
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

“While the federal government continues to target immigrants and threatens to tear
families apart with deportation,
these actions take a critical step
forward for a more just, fairer
and more compassionate New
York,” he added.
Meanwhile individuals
who are interested in applying for clemency should visit
Gov. Cuomo’s website –www,
ny.gov’clemency. The website
is a central resource for those
seeking to learn more about
clemency, eligibility requirements, and the application
process

S

en. Charles Schumer is
pushing to have Roman
Catholic priest in Brooklyn‘s federal prison. He said
inmates have been without
chaplain since last February.
”Chaplains help make prisons
safer and more secure,” he
added.
“That is why I am urging the
Federal Bureau of Prisons to
hire a Catholic chaplain,” said
Schumer.
“There have been temporary solutions in place, but the
senator said these temporary
and unstable conditions have
continued for too long,” the
Senator declared.
According to the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn,
the Metropolitan Detention
Center was able to cover ser-

vices for Ash Wednesday and
Holy Week services last year,
but the monthly rotation of a
chaplain limits stronger bonds
from forming.
“The lack of a Roman Catholic chaplain at the Metropolitan Detention has been a
pressing issue among religious
inmates and their relatives,”
according to the Diocese.
“There are a number of

priests who are eager on filling
the position as full- time chaplain for the Detention Center,
but the Bureau of Prisons has
yet to hire someone,” the Diocese said.
The Diocese has reportedly
cited a hiring freeze and other
bureaucratic issues for the delay. However Sen. Schumer said
there must be a way this can be
worked out.

progress in closing Rikers even
sooner than we anticipated.
“From the lowest crime rate
our city has seen in years to this
momentous drop in jail population to the Council’s Criminal
Justice Reform Act,” said the
Speaker.
“Our efforts to make our city
more just and secure are delivering results,” Mark-Viverito
added. She thanked Mayor de
Blasio for his collaboration in
establishing a fairer and safe
criminal justice system.
Elizabeth Glazer, director of
the Mayor’s Office of Criminal

duction of the jail population is
the result of many simultaneous
efforts aimed at both reducing
the number of low risk people
who enter our jails and shortening the length of stay.”
“Reducing the jail population is a piece of the seismic
changes taking place in New
York City to ensure a smaller,
safer and fairer justice system,”
said Glazer. “We are grateful to
our partners inside and outside
government and to every New
Yorker whose ideas and work
continues to push our work
forward,” she added.
Cynthia Brann, commissioner, Department of Correction said action taken by the
de Blasio administration is a
great step forward in the efforts
to reduce population and close
Rikers Island.
“We are well on our way
towards moving into smaller,
borough-based facilities that
will be safe, easier for visitors
to access, and safe the city
millions in transportation and
upkeep costs,” she added.

Phony immigration lawyer
York City jail population lowest in 35 years
charged in criminal, civil contempt New
Justice said, “The historic reBy J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent
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ew York State Attorney
General Eric Schneiderman has filed criminal
and civil contempt order against a
phony Bronx lawyer who he said
continued to provide legal advice
and immigration services to the
Latino immigrant community.
T he At tor ney General
charged that Vincent Gonzalez
allegedly violated a 2010 court
order not to provide legal service for a fee, but he continued
anyway, and made at least 527
court appearances for a fee.
Gonzalez now faces millions of dollars in penalties,
fines, and restitution, as well
as imprisonment for contempt
of court.
“It is unconscionable that
a scammer would prey on
immigrants in order to make a
quick buck – and it’s even more
egregious to continue to do so
in violation of a court order,”
said Schneiderman.
“With fear on the rise in

communities across the state,
my office wouldn’t hesitate to
use all tools at our disposal to
bring to justice those who try to
defraud New York’s immigrant
families,” he continued.
In 2010, following an investigation that found that
Gonzalez had been providing
phony immigration services,
the Attorney General’s Civil
Rights Bureau secured a court
order and judgment in New
York Supreme Court against
him and his company, Immigration Community Service
Corporation.
The court order permanently
enjoining him from engaging in
fraudulent and illegal practices.

ew York City jail population is below 9,000 for
the first time in 35 years,
according to Mayor Bill de
Blasio. He said the Big Apple is
on track for monthly population
below this figure.
“New York City has the
lowest incarceration rate of all
large U.S. cities and crime rates
continue to fall, proving that a
large city can have small jails
and safe communities,” said
Mayor de Blasio.
“We have been carrying
out a multi-pronged effort over
the course of my first term to
shrink our jail population, and
this week we have the results:
a jail population lowers than it
has been in 35 year,” he added.
Outgoing City Council
Speaker Melissa Mark-Vierito
said “this massive jail population reduction is a milestone
in our path to closing Rikers
Island.”
She said she is confident this
milestone will help advance our

Espaillat brings home the bacon

I

By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

t appears that Harlem’s new
representative in Congress
has begun to bring home
the bacon from Washington
D.C. He announced this week
that he has secured a whopping
$500 million for his 13th Congressional District that includes
parts of the Bronx.
Congressman Adriano Espaillat said the federal grant
will be used for projects that
provide public services, stimulate growth of the economy,

and benefit the general public.
“These grants will also help
recovery initiatives, research,
small business initiatives, and
programs that benefit each of
us,” said Congressman Espaillat.
“I am proud of the work we
have accomplished during 2017
to award more than $500 million grant funding for projects
that benefit constituents of my
congressional district,” said
Espaillat.
The following is a snapshot
of what he intends to do with
the more than $500 million

grant money:
$301-508 in grant funding
to expand technical assistance
to New York City manufacturers to improve their digital
marketing efforts, project management, and capacity building.
The project is expected to create
over 100 jobs, save an additional 200 jobs, and generate
over $1.65 million in private
investments.
$ 342,585 in grant funding for Second Chance Act
Strengthening Relationships
between Young Fathers, Young
Mothers: Funding supports the

successful transition of young
mothers and fathers as they return to their families and communities from incarceration
$900,511 in grant funding
for Upward Bound, Columbia
University for 2017 -1018:
Funding addresses the needs
of our most vulnerable students
through Upward Bound applications that were unjustifiably
rejected earlier last year by the
U.S. Department of Education.
Several institutions including Columbia University, Cornell University, and the City
University of New York’s City

College will now receive funds
to provide access to critical
resources and tools that enable thousands of high school
students across the country to
reach their potential.
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By Stacy M. Brown (NNPA
Newswire Contributor)

L

ove it or hate it, 2017
will be a year not soon
forgotten.
Barack Obama, a constitutional law professor, Nobel
Peace Prize winner and the
nation’s first Black president,
graciously handed the keys to
the White House to a reality
TV star who has been accused
of sexual assault.
Shortly after his inauguration, President Donald Trump
began signing dozens of executive orders that threatened to
rollback much of the progress
that was made during the previous eight years under the
Obama Administration.
And, it was the Trump
Administration that not only
slashed funding for advertising
during the open enrollment of
the Affordable Care Act, but
also cut the enrollment period
for signing up for coverage
through the federal healthcare
exchange from 90 days to 45
days.
Despite those challenges, the ACA, also known as
“Obamacare,” is still the law of
the land and, this year, nearly
9 million people signed up for
coverage through the federal
healthcare exchange.
With the GOP tax reform
bill, which was endorsed by
Trump, the Republicans scored
a win for corporations at the
expense of nearly everyone else.
According to CNN Money,
“The final bill still leans heavily

DONALDTRUMP_02 In 2017, President Donald Trump and
sexual assault allegations against prominent figures in entertainment, politics and mainstream media dominated headlines.
(Wikimedia Commons) (Photo Ray Lewis)

toward tax cuts for corporations
and business owners. But it also
expands or restores some tax
benefits for individuals relative
to the earlier bills passed by the
House and Senate.”
CNN Money article continued: “The individual provisions would expire by the
end of 2025, but most of the
corporate provisions would be
permanent.”
In February, when NSA
chief Mike Flynn was forced
to resign after lying to Vice
President Mike Pence, Trump
said to then-FBI Director James
Comey, “I hope you can see
your way clear to letting this go,
to letting Flynn go. He is a good
guy. I hope you can let this go.”
As a highly-politicized investigation into whether or not
Russia meddled in the 2016
presidential election began to
heat up, Trump fired Comey.
Later, Flynn cut a deal to cooperate with special counsel
Robert Mueller’s probe into
Russian election meddling.

Federal prosecutors charged
Trump’s former campaign manager Paul Manafort, campaign
adviser Rick Gates and former
foreign policy adviser George
Papadopoulos with various
crimes, including lying to the
FBI and money laundering.
During “Black Press Week”
in March, Rep. Sheila Jackson
Lee (D-Texas), expressed a desire to draft articles of impeachment over Trump’s actions
in the White House and Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.)
called on the real estate mogul
to resign.
Meanwhile, the Black Press
celebrated its 190th anniversary and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
(NNPA) elected a new national
chairman, Dorothy Leavell,
the publisher of the Crusader
newspapers in Chicago and
Gary, Indiana.
“We are suffering and with
a new administration in the
White House, it will take someone who isn’t afraid, someone

who will raise a lot of hell,” the
fiery Leavell said after she was
elected.
In 2017, Carolyn Bryant,
the woman who accused young
Emmett Till of grabbing and
verbally harassing her 62 years
ago, finally admitted that she
lied during the trial of Till’s
murderers. An all-White jury
found her husband Roy Bryant
and his half-brother JW Milam not guilty of the crime.
The Guardian reported that
Bryant said Till had grabbed
and verbally harassed her in a
grocery store.
“I was just scared to death,”
she said during the trial, according to The Guardian.
“That part’s not true,” Bryant confessed to Timothy Tyson,
the author of a new book, “The
Blood of Emmet Till,” The
Guardian said.
In June, comedian Bill Cosby went on trial for a 2004
incident involving a former
Temple University employee,
who claimed the star drugged
and raped her. A jury failed
to reach a unanimous decision
and a judge, who declared a
mistrial, ordered a new trial for
next spring.
In October, celebrated movie
producer Harvey Weinstein
was exposed as a serial sexual
harasser and abuser with more
than 100 women—including
actresses like Gwyneth Paltrow
and Ashley Judd—among his
accusers.
The firestorm around the
accusations ignited a movement
and scores of women and men

across the world shared their
harrowing stories of abuse on
social media using the hashtag
#MeToo.
Celebrities and media personalities including Matt Lauer,
Bill O’Reilly, Metropolitan
Opera conductor James Levine,
Charlie Rose, Louis C.K. and
hip-hop mogul Russell Simmons were also accused of
sexual harassment or assault
and have either lost their jobs
or stepped down from their
companies.
Politicians like U.S. Senate candidate Roy Moore
(R-Ala.), Senator Al Franken
(D-Minn.) and Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.) also faced allegations of sexual misconduct.
The Trump-backed Moore
lost a close special election senate for Alabama’s vacant senate
seat in December after African
American voters turned out in
droves to support Democrat
Doug Jones.
Meanwhile, several women have emerged with claims
against Trump.
“People” magazine writer Natasha Stoynoff accused
Trump of attacking her in 2005
at his Mar-a-Lago residence in
Florida.
“It doesn’t surprise me at all
that Mr. Trump would criticize
someone else’s inappropriate
sexual behavior and not address
his own,” Stoynoff told the
magazine.
Another Trump accuser,
Melinda McGillivray, told
Continued on page 8

Trump’s first year marked by controversy, protests
Special to the Trice Edney
News Wire from the
Richmond Free Press

L

ess than 24 hours after Donald Trump took
office, his presidency
started generating controversy.
Photographs showing that
the crowd at President Trump’s
swearing-in was smaller than at
Barack Obama’s first presidential inauguration in 2009 caused
the first ruckus in his administration — but not the last.
President Trump’s first year
in office has been colored by
an investigation into whether
his campaign colluded with the
Russian government to affect
the election outcome, insults
and threats of war with North
Korea, and an effort to pass
business-friendly legislation.
More than 20 of his senior
White House staffers or cabinet
members have been fired or
resigned, including his national
security adviser, acting attorney
general, secretary of Health and
Human Services, FBI director,
chief of staff, press secretary and
chief strategist to name a few.
The list of the departed in less
than a year far eclipses the staff
turnover for previous presidents.
He has yet to host an official
state dinner for visiting dignitaries and, according to published reports, President Trump
has spent nearly a third of his
first year in office at Trumpowned properties, including

his latest 10-day Christmas
vacation at the luxury resort
he owns in Palm Beach, Fla.,
Mar-a-Lago.
From the start, the White
House took a combative approach, accusing the media
of framing photographs of the
Jan. 20 inauguration in a way
that appeared to understate the
crowd size.
Former Press Secretary Sean
Spicer argued that the images
were not what they seemed
and that crowds of historic size
watched President Trump take
the oath of office.
Protests would become a
hallmark of President Trump’s
first year. On Jan. 21, the day
after the inauguration, hundreds
of thousands of women — and
men — jammed the streets of
Washington to demonstrate in
opposition to President Trump.
A week after taking office,
the Republican president signed
an executive order to prevent
citizens of seven predominately-Muslim countries from
traveling to the United States.
Known by critics as the “Muslim ban,” protesters quickly
demonstrated at airports in
opposition.
President Trump would ignite protests again in August,
when he was asked to respond
to white nationalists, neo-Nazis
and Ku Klux Klan members
marching in Charlottesville,
including one who drove his
car into a crowd of counter pro-

Protesters in Washington, Jan. 20, 2017, in a chaotic confrontation blocks from Donald Trump's inauguration

testers, killing a woman. The
president argued there were bad
people “on both sides.”
Following his remarks, business leaders resigned from
President Trump’s business
councils and the panels were
disbanded.
A defining feature of President Trump’s first year in
office was the investigation into
whether his campaign colluded
with Russia during the election.
He ignited a polit ical
firestorm in May when he fired
FBI Director James Comey,
who had been leading an investigation into possible collusion
by the Trump presidential campaign with Russia to influence
the election outcome. Russia

has denied meddling in the
election and President Trump
has denied any collusion.
Soon afterward, the Justice
Department named former FBI
chief Robert Mueller as special
counsel to lead the investigation.
Paul Manafort, who briefly
served as Trump’s campaign
manager, and his business associate Rick Gates of Richmond
were indicted by Mr. Mueller’s
team in October, accused of
illegally lobbying on behalf of
foreign governments.
A month later, Michael
Flynn, who briefly served as
President Trump’s national security adviser, pleaded guilty to
lying to the FBI about his con-

versations last December with
Russia’s then-ambassador in
Washington just weeks before
President Trump took office.
President Trump also found
himself embroiled in a war of
words with North Korea over
its missile program, exchanging
insults and threats with North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un.
At home, President Trump
has struggled to enact sweeping
changes he promised on the
campaign trail.
He threatened to withdraw
the United States from the
North American Free Trade
Agreement, or NAFTA, but
business lobbyists persuaded
him to renegotiate it. He signed
an executive order setting up
talks on the trilateral trade deal,
which has hit roadblocks with
Mexico and Canada.
His team also failed to repeal
the Affordable Care Act, known
as Obamacare, despite Republican control of the White House
and Congress.
It was not until December
that President Trump had his
first legislative victory as both
chambers of Congress passed
a sweeping tax overhaul that
permanently cuts federal taxes
for businesses and corporations, while giving temporary
cuts to individuals. Hundreds
of people protested the tax bill
from the public gallery in the
U.S. Capitol and outside the
offices of several members of
Congress.
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Feds to probe New
Orleans’ spending of
post Katrina funds

Dr. Barber 'surprised' by
Moral Monday fame in Rome

A

R
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Special to the Trice Edney
News Wire from the
Louisiana Weekly

s bad as things have
been for the New Orleans Sewerage & Water
Board (S&WB) last summer
with failed turbines and local
flooding events leading to a series of firings and resignations
among the agency’s top leaders,
things are about to get testier
with recent news that the Feds
are launching an investigation
into the City of New Orleans’
spending of federal funds earmarked for the S&WB.
That news became public
at the end of a Dec. 18 S&WB
Finance and Administration
Committee meeting when it
was revealed that the troubled
agency will be required to account for hundreds of millions
of dollars it was award for
post-Katrina recovery.
WWL News reported that

Ray Nagin, previous Mayor of
New Orleans

Mitch Landrieu. Mayor of New
Orleans

the audit will be conducted
by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security Inspector
General and is set to begin on
Jan. 5, 2018. The Department
of Homeland Security oversees
FEMA, which administered
the funds to the City of New
Orleans after what was called
at the time “the worst disaster
in U.S. history.”
“Our objective is to determine whether the Sewage and
Water Board of New Orleans
accounted for and expended
FEMA funds according to
Federal regulations and FEMA
guidelines,” John McCoy II,
Deputy Director of Audits for
the Inspector General, told the
S&WB in a letter.
According to WWL News.
Landrieu administration staffer
Katie Dignan told the S&WB’s
Finance and Administration
Committee last week that the
IG informed the state Department of Homeland Security in
early December that the agency
Continued on page 9

Puerto Rico Mayor Cruz
on Trump: he “lacks goodhearted American values.”
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

T

he Mayor of San Juan,
Puerto Rico, Carmen
Yulin Cruz this week
slammed President Trump,
saying he “lacks good-hearted
“American values. Cruz spoke
specifically about how he responded to a disaster on her
island.
Cruz quotes Trump as saying that the hurricane wasn’t a
“real catastrophe” even though
it left 64 dead. “He was disrespectful to the Puerto Rican
people, he was disrespectful to
the American people who were
leaving their homes to come
help us here,” she added.
Where he needed to be a
commander-in-chief, Mayor
Cruz said Trump was a “disaster-in-chief.” The Mayor
said Trump does not embody

the values of the good-hearted
American people who have
made sure we are not forgotten.
Published reports say that 55
percent of the island remains
without power after 155-mph
winds and rushing floodwaters
tore through buildings and infrastructure in September.
And that electricity may not
be fully restored until May in
the American territory, which
is home to 3.5 million and was
already facing a fiscal crisis
before the devastating storm

By Cash Michaels
Special to the Trice Edney
News Wire from the
Wilmington Journal

ome, Italy is over 4,600
miles away from Raleigh,
NC. But when it came to
“Moral Mondays,” the massive
yet peaceful demonstrations
held in North Carolina’s capital city, and led by the former
president of the NCNAACP, no
distance was too far as far as
admirers attending a recent international conference on labor
at the Vatican were concerned.
“I was …surprised by how
many leaders from around the
world had been inspired by
Moral Monday, the moral revival last year, and the Poor People’s Campaign plans,” Bishop
Dr. William Barber, leader of
the social justice group, “Repairers of the Breach,” said by
text from the Vatican shortly
after the visit.
Dr. Barber was one of 300
participants from around the
world attending the conference
which addressed the conditions
of working people, and the
working poor on Thanksgiving.
Representing the upcoming
Poor People’s Campaign in the
United States, Dr. Barber’s social justice reputation from the
12 years he led the NCNAACP
preceded him, with an invitation already given him to attend
and preach at another world
gathering about labor rights and
the poor in Liverpool, England
next June. He has also been
invited to Brazil next year.
As a birthday present, Dr.
Barber took his mother, who
had turned 84 the week before,
along with his wife and one of
his son, all part of an eight-person delegation.
In an exclusive telephone
interview from Washington,
DC, Dr. Barber recalled two
“long, intense eight-hour days”
of deeply committed religious
and labor leaders working
together. From countries like
France, Sudan, England and
others, Dr. Barber said he was
greeted warmly by all.
Even the Vatican guards
saluted him because of his title
of “Bishop.”
During his presentation at
the conference, Dr. Barber said,
“Rightfully, the Pope has noted
at the start of the twenty-first
century that religious leaders
must play a leading role in the
struggle for justice in dialogue
with all social and political
actors. We must articulate a

Bishop William J. Barber II poses with the Vatican guards in
Rome during his visit.

way of thinking that brings
together the complexity of the
current situation and proposes
an action strategy for the construction of a just society. Not
only is democracy at stake, but
the wellbeing of world itself.”
Later in his remarks, Bishop
Barber continued, “I believe
Pope Francis’ call for a moral
vision of the common good
connected to a call for solidarity
within the labor union economy
and ethos is most important. I
join you today as President of
Repairers of the Breach and
Co-chair of the Poor People’s
Campaign: A National Call for
a Moral Revival in the United
States. We have identified five
areas—five moral diseases that
must be addressed if we are to
be a people able to address the
common good, promote the
general welfare, and ensure
the common defense, with
liberty and justice for all.  We
must address systemic racism,
systemic poverty, ecological
devastation, the war economy,
and the immoral narrative of
extreme religionism.”
Before he left, Dr. Barber
was satisfied with how his presentation was accepted by other
religious and labor leaders.
“Many of the points that
we raised were in the final
document produced by the
conference as a guide to the way
forward,” he texted.
And what about that much
anticipated Thanksgiving Day
meeting between Dr. Barber
and Pope Francis that was
scheduled during the two-day
gathering? It got cancelled at
the last minute,” Barber says.
“Up until 4 p.m. yesterday
the Pope was scheduled to
come and be with us,” Bishop
Barber texted last Friday. “[But]
we were informed around 4:15
p.m. that due to challenges
around his trip to Malaysia,
and other world events (like the
mosque [terrorist] shootings in
Egypt), he had to change [his

plans].”
“[The Pope] sent a personal
note to us and a papal letter,”
Dr. Barber added.
Indeed, Pope Francis walked
a fine, and some say diplomatically peril less line during his
visit to Myanmar and Bangladesh. Myanmar has cracked
down on Rohingya Muslims
in what some are calling an
“ethnic cleansing.” Reports say
villages are being burned and
women and children are being
raped, as over 600,000 refugees
have fled to Bangladesh.
But before he left Italy, Pope
Francis issued a letter at the
conclusion of the international
conference. In that papal letter, the Pope warned of “the
money god” that leads to the
exploitation of the working
poor globally.
“Work must serve the human person,” Pope Francis said,
not the other way around.” He
added that “…every worker is
the hand of Christ who continues to create and do good.”
Even though Dr. Barber
wasn’t able to personally meet
the Pope as he had hoped, he
was able to present one of the
Pope’s cardinals with gifts for
His Eminence from the United
States – a small stone from
the home of North Carolina
civil rights leader Ella Baker,
and sand from the Rio Grande
[River] where Barber walked
with families traveling to see
relatives from Mexico they had
not seen in years.
Beyond the conference, if
there was one consolation, Dr.
Barber wrote, it was that one
of the cardinals [from Ghana]
he exchanged personal information with promised to visit
with the bishop in North Carolina upon his next visit to the
United States.
Editor’s Note – you can red
Dr. Barber’s Vatican presentation at https://thecashjournal.
blogspot.com/p/bishop-william-j-barbers.html

Virgin Island severely shortchanged
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

C

ongressional Black Caucus Chair Cedric Richmond voted “no” on the
disaster supplemental bill for
Texas, Florida and U.S. territories because he said it does
not do enough to help the U.S.
Virgin Islands responsibly to
rebuild and recover.
“When the federal govern-

ment does not give states and
territories the resources they
need to responsibly rebuild
and recover, it turns a natural
disaster into a man made one,”
said Rep. Richmond.
“While this bill provides
some relief to U.S. Virgin
Islands, it fails to address the
unique challenges the territory
faces after being destroyed by
two Category 5 hurricanes in
the span of three weeks.”

“This in addition to needing federal funds to operate
Medicaid, the territories only
hospital on St. Thomas Island
was destroyed,” according to
Richmond.
He explained that the purpose of disaster recovery is to
ensure the people most affected
by a natural disaster get the help
they need to get back on their
feet and the Virgin Island needs
such help desperately.
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Beyond the Rhetoric

Editorial

The south can lead the
nation to a ‘New politics’
By Jesse Jackson
(TriceEdneyWire.com)

L
Let’s finalize the
Korean situation
By Harry C. Alford

T

he crisis concerning the
Korean Peninsula is as
bad now as it ever has
been. The beginnings go back
to the Russo – Japanese War
during the beginning of the 20th
Century. Japan, in effect, won
the war by gaining additional
territory through significant
land grabbing of islands placed
between the two nations and
a significant sea battle that
was won by Japan. That short
conflict gave Japan a thirst for
imperial conquest. It would not
be long before the entire world
would be alert to the ever-growing Japanese Imperial Empire.
This is how Wikipedia explains it: “Korea was annexed
by the Empire of Japan in
1910. In the following decades
during the Japanese occupation
of Korea, nationalist and radical groups emerged, mostly
in exile, to struggle for independence. Divergent in their
outlooks and approaches, these
groups failed to unite in one
national movement. Based in
China, the Korean Provisional
Government failed to obtain
widespread recognition. The
many leaders agitating for Korean independence included the
conservative and U.S. educated
Syngman Rhee, who lobbied
the U.S. government, and the
Communist Kim II-sung, who
fought a guerrilla war against
the Japanese from neighboring Manchuria to the north of
Korea.”
“On August 9, 1945, in the
closing days of World War II,
the Soviet Union declared war
on Japan and advanced into Korea. Though the Soviet declaration of war had been agreed to at
the Yalta Conference there was
no agreement of Korea falling
under Soviet control. The U.S
government therefore requested
Soviet forces halt their advance
at the 38th parallel north, leaving the south of the peninsula,
including the capital, Seoul, to

be occupied by the US. This
was incorporated into General
Order No. 1 to Japanese forces
after the surrender of Japan on
August 15. On August 24, the
Red Army entered Pyongyang
and established a military government over Korea north of
the parallel. American forces
landed in the south on September 8 and established the
United States Army Military
Government in Korea.”
“North Korea invaded the
South on June 25, 1950, and
swiftly overran most of the
country. In September 1950
United Nations force, led by
the United States, intervened to
defend the South, and following
the Incheon Landing and breakout from the Busan Perimeter,
rapidly advanced into North
Korea. As they neared the border with China, Chinese forces
intervened on behalf of North
Korea, shifting the balance of
the war again. Fighting ended on July 27, 1953, with an
armistice that approximately
restored the original boundaries between North and South
Korea.”
“Korea was devastated.
More than one million civilians
and soldiers had been killed.
Seoul was in ruins, having
changed hands four times. Almost every substantial building
in North Korea had been destroyed. As a result, North Koreans developed a deep-seated
enmity towards the US.”
That is how the official war
ended. South Korea relished a
democratic government with a
focus on capitalism and education. Syngman Rhee developed
into a great leader for South Korea. His term was between 1948
-1960. He has been followed
via a great democratic process.
His successors have been Yun
Bo-seon, Park Chung-hee, Choi
Kyu-hah, Chun Doo-hwan, Roh
Tae-woo, Kim Young-sam, Kim
Dae-jung, Roh Moo-hyun, Lee
Continued on page 10

iberating the South is
the key to liberating the
nation. The key to liberating the South is the black
vote. Recent black turnout
in elections in Virginia and
Alabama demonstrate this
point. There are 4 million unregistered black voters in the
11 former Confederate states.
Florida has more than 555,000
unregistered blacks (and some
200,000 Puerto Ricans moving
to the mainland around Orlando
after the recent devastating hurricane). Georgia has 618,000
unregistered blacks and North
Carolina 463,000. Massive
voter registration efforts must
be the priority in those three
states, with other Southern
states to follow.
If African-Americans and
Latinos register and vote in
large numbers in the South,
there will be a new politics in
America. In the most recent
Alabama Senate race, voters
were offered a stark choice:
The Republican nominee, Roy
Moore, had praised slavery
and vilified immigrants, and
had been twice removed from
judicial posts for elevating his
religious beliefs over the laws

and the Constitution.
His opponent was Democrat
Doug Jones, a lawyer famed for
prosecuting the Klansmen who
murdered the four little girls in
the infamous 1963 Birmingham
church bombing. Jones prevailed, but Moore might well
have won if he were not been
credibly charged with preying
on teenage girls when he was in
his 30s. Although it was close,
the race represents a turning
point. African-Americans —
particularly women — turned
out in record large numbers.
Jones won the Iron Bowl vote,
winning in the hometowns of
Auburn and the University of
Alabama. He fared best among
the young.
That vote represents the
potential future of politics in
Alabama, in the South and
in the country.The race-bait
politics that have defined the
Republican Party since Nixon’s “Southern strategy” in

1968 may well be reaching its
end date. Trump renewed the
strategy with his posturing on
immigrants, his blustery nativism against Muslims and his
divisive stance on the haters in
Charlottesville, Va.
But in the governor’s race in
Virginia and the Senate race in
Alabama, Republicans trying
to recycle Trumpism were defeated —in large part because
African-Americans turned out
in record numbers. Trump’s
vilifications clearly mobilize
the vote of people of color, of
theyoung and increasingly of
women. Their vote cannot be
inherited; it must be earned.
If Democrats want to succeed, they have to put political
energy and resources into opening up our elections, making it
easier for working people to
register and vote, and putting
new energy on the ground to
persuade and organize people
of color to vote.. They will also
have to stand up for an agenda
that will speak to the pressing
needs of the African-American
community.
At the core of that agenda
are policies needed by working and poor people of every
race — affordable health care,
Continued on page 7

Re-locating U S Embassy
to Jerusalem a bad move
Trump doubles down
on U.S. Embassy
move to Jerusalem
by threatening U.S.
allies

By Bill Fletcher, Jr. (NNPA
Newswire Columnist)

I

wasn’t really surprised
by Trump’s willingness
to threaten the world for
daring to stand up to his aggressive move of the United
States embassy from Tel Aviv
to Jerusalem; hearing U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
Nikki Haley suggest that the
U.S. was taking names, made
this entire scenario something
close to comical. If Palestinian
lives were not at stake it would,
indeed, be the making of a
comedy.
What is noteworthy is that
the Trump Administration is
not even going through the pretense of attempting to lead the

world. Instead, their approach
has been one of crass bullying.
Do what the U.S. wants, or
else. While most of the world
has been used to one or another
version of this, e.g., gunboat
diplomacy in the global South,
what is different here is that this
foreign policy-by-intimidation
is targeted at the traditionally
close allies of the US.
Most of the world immediately recognized that Trump’s
commitment to shift the embassy to Jerusalem was a cynical move to appease his base.
What seemed to have astounded
international observers is that
Trump and his advisors seemed
to have little to no sense of the
global ramifications of this
move. Interestingly, Trump and
his team sincerely seemed to
be believe that their theoretical
peace proposal for the Israelis
and Palestinians could still go
forward. Fat chance.
Instead of attempting to
build global coalitions among
partners, Trump is following
the tried and true antics of the
schoolyard bully: Make life
difficult for those around them
and intimidate those who you
wish to be on your side. This
does not amount to the makings
of a stable and healthy alliance.

At best, it is a situation of the
sheep and the shepherd.
Many in the foreign policy
realm of the U.S. establishment
are feeling the emergence of
a leadership void among the
so-called developed countries.
Trump may believe that he is
leading, but bullying others
and attempting to reverse every
Obama initiative does not make
for leadership. Instead it looks,
to much of the planet, like acting out. Other global powers
including Germany, Russia,
France and China are stepping
forward, competing to build
their respective alliances, sometimes overlapping one another.
And while this happens Trump,
seems more comfortable sitting
back and relaxing, or perhaps
savoring in a moment in which
he seems to be more concerned
with enriching the super-rich
rather than even going through
the motions of advancing a productive foreign policy agenda.
This upcoming year will
certainly be a year of struggle,
both domestically and internationally, against this insanity.
Bill Fletcher, Jr. is a talk
show host, writer and activist.
Follow him on Twitter @BillFletcherJr, Facebook and at
www.billfletcherjr.com.

By Lauren Victoria
Burke (NNPA Newswire
Contributor)

B

lack voters propelled
Doug Jones’ to a historic
victory in Alabama’s
special election for Attorney
General Jeff Sessions’ vacant
Senate seat. Now, civil rights
groups are calling on the Senator-elect to hire Blacks and
other minorities to high-level
positions in his Washington,
D.C. office.
In a letter to Jones, the
groups recommended that the
Senator-elect interview at least
one person of color for every
senior position in his office;
commit to hiring diverse candidates; and hire at least one
person of color as his legislative
director, chief of staff or his
communications director.
Seventeen groups signed the
letter including the Joint Center for Political and Economic
Studies; the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law;
the Leadership Conference on
Civil and Human Rights; the
National Action Network; the
NAACP; and the National Urban League.
“As a new member of the
U.S. Senate, you have an opportunity to show your constituents
that not only do their voices

matter, but that their experiences and skills are vital to the
work that you do to represent
them,” the letter said. “Ensuring racial diversity among your
staff would enhance the deliberation, innovation, legitimacy,
and outcomes of your office and
of the Senate as a whole.”
The letter continued: “Members of Congress cannot fully
represent all the communities
they were elected to serve
without advisors that reflect the
whole of America.”
According to a study conducted by the Joint Center for
Political and Economic Studies, “just 7.1 percent of senior
Senate staffers, defined then as
chief of staff, legislative director, communications director,
and committee staff director,
were people of color.”
Jones is the first Democrat
to win in Alabama in a quarter
of a century.
According to a CNN exit
poll on Alabama’s recent special election, “30 percent of the
electorate was Black—a higher
share than in the 2008 and 2012
elections, when Barack Obama
was on the ballot. The exit poll
showed that 96 percent of Black
voters backed Jones.”
Jones crushed Moore in
three particular counties—Jefferson, Madison and Mobile—

where Black voters showed up
at the polls in dramatic fashion
with massive turnout in the
“Black Belt.” Black women
backed Jones with 98 percent
of their votes and 93 percent
of Black men that cast ballots
supported Jones. Sixty-three
percent of White women voters
supported alleged sexual predator Roy Moore.
In September, Moore made
bizarre comments on slavery.
“I think it was great at a time
when families were united, even
though we had slavery, they
cared for one another. People
were strong in the families,”
said Jones. “Our families were
strong, our country had a direction, and we corrected many of
the problems.”
The win was an embarrassing and stunning defeat for
Donald Trump and his former
White House political advisor
Steve Bannon in one of America’s most reliably Republican
states.
The Democratic Party has
been under heavy criticism for
the perception that the party’s
leaders have taken Black voters
for granted and failed to fund
grassroots organizations that
assist with African American
outreach efforts.
Jones was able to win the attention of Black voters, because

Civil rights groups are calling on Alabama U.S. Senator-elect
Doug Jones to hire Blacks and other minorities to senior-level
positions in his Washington, D.C. office.

of his role in prosecuting the
murderers of four Black girls,
who were killed at the 16th
Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama on Sunday,
September 15, 1963.
That tragic bombing by the
Ku Klux Klan killed Addie
Mae Collins (age 14), Carol
Denise McNair (age 11), Carole Robertson (age 14), and
Cynthia Wesley (age 14). The
murders marked another critical
turning point in the Civil Rights
Movement.
Jones prosecuted Thomas
Edwin Blanton Jr. and Bobby
Frank Cherry, two members
of the Ku Klux Klan, for their
roles in the 1963 murders and

Joint Center, 16 organizations press Doug
Jones for Black inclusion on senate staff
By Hazel Trice Edney

S

enator-elect Doug Jones,
who won his heated Alabama Senate race against
Roy Moore – largely due to
Black voters–is being pressed
“to commit to hiring a staff
that reflects his constituents’
racial diversity,” according to
a Dec. 19 letter to Jones from
the Joint Center for Political
and Economic Studies and 16
other organizations.
“As you prepare to staff
your local and Washington, DC
offices, we believe it is vital that
you do so with a recognition
of the profound lack of racial
diversity that currently exists
among staff in the U.S. Senate. We urge you to commit to
making diversity a priority in
hiring,” the letter states. The
letter gives the following recommendations:
• Embrace t he "[Dan]
Rooney Rule" and interview
at least one person of color for
every senior position in your
office;
• Commit to hiring diverse
candidates throughout your
offices to ensure that the demographics of your office reflect
the demographics of Alabama
and America;
• Commit to hiring at least
one person of color for a senior
staff position in your Washington office, defined as chief of
staff, legislative director, and
communications director.
Jones, a Democrat, won the

hotly contested race against
accused child molester Republican Roy Moore Dec. 12. Election analysts say he won more
of the Black vote (approximately 96 percent) in Alabama than
President Barack Obama in his
2012 re-election.The letter was
not sent to Jones just because
of his large Black constituency.
The Joint Center, a non-partisan organization, has long
pushed for more African-American staff members on Capitol
Hill simply because of the value
that diversity adds.“As a new
Member of the U.S. Senate,
you have an opportunity to
show your constituents that
not only do their voices matter,
but that their experiences and
skills are vital to the work that
you do to represent them,” the
letter states. “Ensuring racial
diversity among your staff
would enhance the deliberation,
innovation, legitimacy, and
outcomes of your office and of
the Senate as a whole. Hiring
at least one person of color to
your senior staff in Washington
would speak loudly, and we ask
that you do so among the qualified applicants that you will
receive. Members of Congress
cannot fully represent all the
communities they were elected
to serve without advisors that
reflect the whole of America.”
The letter reminded Jones of
the so-called “Rooney Rule”,
a National Football League
policy initiated by Pittsburgh
Steelers patriarch Dan Rooney.

The rule requires NFL teams
to interview racial minority
candidates for senior jobs.“As
you may know, earlier this year
the Senate Democratic Caucus
adopted the Rooney Rule, a
commitment to interviewing
at least one person of color for
senior staff positions. We ask
that you embrace this caucus
rule and interview people of
color for senior positions in
your respective offices,” the
letter states.
The Joint Center initiative
for increased hiring in the U.S.
Senate started in 2016 after a
2015 Joint Center study titled
“Racial Diversity Among Top
Senate Staff.” It concluded, “In
a nation that was 36 percent minority, just 7.1 percent of senior
Senate staffers, defined then as
chief of staff, legislative director, communications director,
and committee staff director,
were people of color.”
The Joint Center, headed by
President Spencer Overton, has

also concluded, "Diversity remains a problem for both major
parties. For example, African
Americans account for 23% of
Democratic voters, but just 1%
of Democratic top Senate staff.
In many states, African Americans account for an even greater
share of Democratic votes.
Based on exit poll analysis of
the December 2017 Alabama
U.S. Senate race, for example,
African Americans accounted
for over 55% of the votes cast
for Democrat Doug Jones."
Among the 16 additional
organizations signing the letter
are the Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law; The
Leadership Conference on Civil
and Human Rights; National
Action Network; NAACP; National Coalition on Black Civic
Participation; and the National
Urban League.
“As a new Member of the
U.S. Senate, you have an opportunity to show your constituents
that not only do their voices
matter, but that their experiences and skills are vital to the work
that you do to represent them,”
the letter concludes. “Ensuring
racial diversity among your
staff would enhance the deliberation, innovation, legitimacy,
and outcomes of your office and
of the Senate as a whole. Hiring
at least one person of color to
your senior staff in Washington
would speak loudly, and we
ask that you do so among the
qualified applicants that you
will receive.”

won convictions for Blanton in
2001 and Cherry in 2002. Jones
was appointed by President Bill
Clinton in 1997 to be U.S. Attorney for the Northern District
of Alabama.
Tina Johnson, who had
accused Roy Moore of sexual
misconduct, wept after Doug
Jones was named the winner
of Alabama’s special election.
Lauren Victoria Burke is an
independent journalist, political analyst, and contributing
writer for the NNPA Newswire
and BlackPressUSA.com. You
can reach Lauren by email
at LBurke007@gmail.com and
follow her on Twitter at @
LVBurke.

The south
can lead the
nation to a
‘New politics’
From page 6
decent paying jobs, quality
schools, affordable college or
technical training, clean water
and air, retirement security and
more. Equal opportunity and
equal justice — particularly an
end to mass incarceration for
nonviolent crimes — are claims
not for special treatment but for
basic citizenship. Democratic
Party Chair Tom Perez says
that African-American women
are the “base of the Democratic
Party.”
Yet neither African-American women nor men have been
the center of the party’s efforts
or the focus of its resources.
What Alabama showed is that
there is a new energy outside
of the party structures — in
organizations such as Black
Votes Matter, WokeVote and
more — that can make a difference. Democrats need to
walk the talk, to wake up and
catch up. African-Americans
are clear about who their foe
is; what is yet to be proven is
who is for them, who stands
on their side. What Alabama
and Virginia suggest is that
candidates who make that
clear may well be able to
transform the South — and
in doing so, transform the
country.
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“People” that Trump “is a
complete hypocrite.”
While the sexual harassment
storm stirred across the country,
many won’t soon forget the devastating hurricanes that ravaged
Texas, Louisiana, Florida, the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico
in the summer and early fall.
Critics of the federal government’s response to devastation
caused by the hurricanes noted
that more than 30 percent of
Puerto Ricans still lack access
to electricity.
The president also took heat
as he seemed to compare the
actions of White supremacists
to peaceful protesters after a
woman was killed during a
White nationalists’ rally in
Charlottesville, Va.
“This week it’s Robert E.
Lee. I noticed that Stonewall
Jackson is coming down,”
Trump said in defending the
Confederate monuments. “I
wonder, is George Washington
next week and is it Thomas Jefferson the week after that? You
really do have to ask yourself:

‘Where does it stop?”
The president even found
time to criticize NFL players
for silently protesting police
brutality and racial injustice
in predominately Black and
minority communities.
Trump blasted players and
said that team owners should
get rid of them.
Kaepernick, who remains
unsigned and is suing the NFL
owners for colluding to keep
him out of the league, has been
recognized with several awards
including Sports Illustrated’s
Muhammad Ali Legacy Award,
which was presented to him in
December by Beyoncé.
In October, O.J. Simpson
was released from prison in
Nevada after serving nine years
for a robbery conviction.
The NAACP named Derrick
Johnson president and CEO of
the oldest civil rights organization in America.
Johnson told NNPA Newswire that it’s important that
organization work with the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association to keep the Black
community informed. Con-

gressional Black Caucus Chair
Cedric Richmond (D-La.) also
pledged to work closer with
the Black Press in 2017 and
beyond.
The NNPA and Chevrolet
sponsored eight students from
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities in Atlanta and
Washington, D.C. to participate in the 2017 Discover The
Unexpected (DTU) journalism
fellowship program.
The 2017 class of DTU
journalism fellows included:
Alexa Imani Spencer and Noni
Marshall from Howard University; Kelsey Jones and Taylor
Burris from Spelman College;
Jordan Fisher and Tiana Hunt
from Clark Atlanta University;
and Ayron Lewallen and Darrell Williams from Morehouse
College.
The eight fellows were
rewarded for their intrepid,
diligent work in the Chevrolet-backed program that provides students from HBCUs
scholarships and summer internships at NNPA member,
Black-ownedT:11.5"
newspapers.
Civil rights icon the Rev.

Jesse Jackson also announced
that he has Parkinson’s disease.
A tumultuous 2017 also saw
TV One announce the cancelation of the popular Roland
Martin’s NewsOne Now news
show in December.
In 2017, the Black Press lost
two of its most devoted freedom
warriors. Walter “Ball” Smith,
the publisher of “New York’s
Beacon” and the “Philadelphia
Observer” died on Friday, November 10.
He was 83.
One month earlier on Oct.
22, Bernal E. Smith II, the
president and publisher of the
Tri-State Defender and a wellknown civic leader in Memphis, Tenn., also passed away.
Smith was 45.
Other Black icons also were
mourned in 2017.
Among them were Della
Reese, 86, and Earle Hyman,
91, both of whom died in November; Robert Guillaume, 89,
and Fats Domino, 89, died in
October; the rap star Prodigy,
42, who died in June; while
singer Al Jarreau, 76, died in
February; and activist Roy In-

nis, 82, died in January.
In December, Simeon Booker, a trail-blazing Black journalist who covered the Civil
Rights Movement for the iconic
African American magazines
EBONY and Jet and who was
the first black person to work
as a full-time Washington Post
reporter, also died.
He was 99.
On August 19, 2017, activist
and comedian Dick Gregory
died at the age of 84.
“During the past six decades, Dick Gregory, would
periodically write essays and
editorials for the Black-owned
newspapers of NNPA members
across the nation,” NNPA President and CEO Dr. Benjamin F.
Chavis, Jr., wrote in a tribute to
Gregory. “His pen and his voice
were always on the side of the
oppressed, who dared to speak
up and stand up for freedom.
Today, in Dick’s memory, we
all are obligated to do no less.”
Chavis continued: “Every
breath that we take, we should
gain more and more strength
to speak truth to power and to
stand against all injustice.”
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Congo troops fire on Catholic Feds to probe New
Orleans’ spending of
worshippers, killing 8
post Katrina funds

Jan. 1, 2018 (GIN) –

T

roops of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo
(DRC) under President
Joseph Kabila stormed Catholic churches and attacked
worshippers who had gathered
to demand that the president
keep his promise and step down
as required by the constitution.
Security forces fired tear
gas into churches and bullets in
the air to break up the gatherings at Catholic masses. Some
12 altar boys leading a protest
in Kinshasa were reportedly arrested, according to the French
news service AFP.
Internet links were also
down as church and opposition
groups defied a ban by authorities to push ahead with the
demonstrations.
Catholic churches and activists had called for peaceful
protests to mark a year since an
accord was signed to set a new
election date, free political prisoners and ease tensions, saying
the terms of the deal have not
been met.
Government banned the
planned protest, but the church
said it will defy it. The protest
has the backing of major opposition parties, civil society and
youth movements.
About 150 Catholic churches had urged believers to heed
their call to protest, bibles and
crucifixes in hand to demand
implementation of a deal signed
exactly a year ago and designed
to restore stability with Kabila

From page 4

Catholic parishoner running for cover

stepping down.
March spokeswoman Leonie Kandolo insisted that “lay
people will march today (and)
the city authority and the police
must fulfil their role of protecting people and property.”
"Eight deaths — seven in
Kinshasa and one in Kananga," in central Democratic
Republic of Congo, a source
told the French new service,
adding there had been "82 arrests, including priests, in the
capital and 41 in the rest of the
country."
The crackdown follows a
statement by U.N. spokesperson
Stephane Dujarric urging the
DRC president to step down
and abide by an earlier agreement to hold elections.
“The Secretary-General
urges all Congolese political
actors to remain full committed

to the Dec. 31, 2016 political
agreement which remains the
only viable path to the holding
of elections, the peaceful transfer of power and the consolidation of stability in the DRC,”
Dujarric said late Sunday.
"We are telling everybody,
all over the world, this guy has
to go," Martin Fayulu, an opposition leader, told al Jazeera on
Sunday. "This guy doesn't like
Congo. This guy has nothing
to do with Congo and his time
is up."
Kabila, 46, has ruled the
DRC for 17 years and has remained in office, even though
his second term officially expired in December 2016. The
next elections are scheduled to
take place before June 2018,
but even with this latest delay
it's "rather unlikely" that Kabila
will let them go ahead.

George Weah Liberian sports figure
is new president of Liberia
Promises sweeping
changes
Jan. 1, 2018 (GIN) –

G

eorge Weah, Liberia’s
president-elect, declared
the country open to investment and pledged to tackle
entrenched corruption, in his
first speech to the nation since
decisively winning an election
this week.
Speaking at a press conference at his party headquarters,
Weah thanked his predecessor,
Nobel Peace Prize laureate
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, for enabling Liberia’s first democratic
transition in over 70 years but
said he was determined to usher
in sweeping changes.
Weah, 51, faces sky-high
expectations from young supporters who are desperate for
jobs and better wages.
"You've got a very marginal, small group of people who
are doing exceedingly well and

then a large majority who are
just barely scraping by," Robtel
Neajai Pailey, a Liberian academic, told Al Jazeera.
"A large population of the
under 35-year-olds are the ones
who showed up in large numbers to elect Weah," she said.
Weah faces the messy reality of reviving an economy
gutted by low prices for chief
exports rubber and iron ore
and dwindling donor support.
Unlike Mrs. Sirleaf’s 35 years
of global experience, his only
experience in government office
has been his three years as a

senator, representing Monrovia,
a time during which his opponents criticized him for failing
to speak up during legislative
sessions.
President-elect Weah
emerged from the Monrovia
neighborhood of Gibraltar with
an uncanny ability to weave behind a soccer ball all the way up
the pitch, and eventually gained
fame as a world-class striker for
the Italian team A.C. Milan. He
won the soccer world’s greatest
individual honor, the Ballon
d’Or, and was named by FIFA,
soccer’s governing body, as the
African Player of the Century.
He never got to compete in
the World Cup, because Liberia was engulfed by civil war,
instigated by President Charles
Taylor, during the height of
Weah’s soccer years and was
unable to muster up 10 other
players good enough to qualify.
Weah and Vice President-elect Jewel Howard-Taylor
will take office later this month.

would launch a probe of the
S&WB’s post-Katrina spending
of federal funds.
Despite hundreds of millions
of dollars in FEMA funding
earmarked for S&WB repairs
since 2005, the agency’s power
and drainage systems continue
to struggle.
WWL-TV’s “Down the
Drain” investigative series
found that millions in FEMA
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funds have been spent on
trying – and failing – to repair
100-year-old power equipment
used to run the drainage pumps.
Despite FEMA and state officials declaring a management
fee the S&WB agreed to pay
for the project “not reasonable”
and refusing to pay any more
FEMA funds for the fees after
they reached $7 million, the
S&WB has continued to approve
increases to the fees, and Colorado-based CH2M Hill now stands
to collect more than $28 million,
WWL News reported.
Much of the $500 million
FEMA and HUD approved for
the S&WB after Hurricanes
Katrina, Gustav and Isaac remains in Washington, D.C.
That money was earmarked for
drainage, power and pumps. A
little more than one-third of it
has reportedly been spent.
Some of that money was
only to repair broken infrastructure and return it to its prestorm condition, but the Hazard
Mitigation grants allowed the
S&WB to make improvements
or purchase new equipment.
Instead, the S&WB has ignored expert recommendations
and put most of the money into refurbishment projects that now cost
more than brand-new equipment.
FEMA and HUD also combined
to grant New Orleans nearly $300
million for green infrastructure
projects, such as storm-water
retention ponds, bioswales and
other “living-with-water” initiatives. Less than $10 million of that
has been spent.
The last 12 years have been
fraught with glaring ineptitude,
poor decision-making and
failed opportunities to move
the City of New Orleans and
its infrastructure forward in the
wake of the series of devastating storms that a began with
Hurricane Katrina.
There is more than enough
blame to go around for both
the Nagin and Landrieu administrations, the New Orleans
City Council and agencies like
the S&WB and Department of
Public Works.
Former New Orleans Mayor
Ray Nagin was in office for four
-plus years after Hurricane Katrina and current Mayor Mitch
Landrieu has been in charge

at City Hall for nearly eight of
the 12 years since Hurricane
Katrina flooded 80 percent of
the city in 2005.
Even the money to fix broken drainage infrastructure has
been held up. It took almost 10
years for the city’s Department
of Public Works and the S&WB
to work out an agreement with
FEMA to let the two agencies
share an additional $2 billion
for street repairs, which would
include work on drainage lines
and catch basins. But in the 18
months since that agreement,
the agencies have spent just $1
million—or half of one percent
of the grant.
At the Dec. 18 S&WB Finance & Administration Committee meeting. board members
asked how a project to repair
Katrina damage caused to the
city’s water mains in the French
Quarter and Central Business
District could have stretched on
for four years, with 51 contract
change orders added to increase
the cost of the repairs.
“Change orders constitute
the bulk of our meetings sometimes,” S&WB appointee Stacy
Horn Koch told WWL News.
The audit was announced
by the project manager for the
combined effort to repair roads
and utility lines damaged by
Katrina, called the Joint Infrastructure Recovery Program,
a $2 billion FEMA-funded
project.
“The City will work with
Sewerage and Water Board to
ensure full compliance with
any and all requests,” said
Landrieu’s Senior Communica-tions Manager Craig Belden.
Belden added that audits
have already been conducted on
much of the money awarded to
the City of New Orleans by the
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development and
FEMA.
On Wednesday, the S&WB
unanimously selected a California-based water and utility
official to serve as interim executive director of the S&WB
for the next five months. Marcie
Edwards, the 60-year-old former
general manager of the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, will reportedly be paid
$25,000 a month plus an additional $5,000 monthly allowance
for housing and other expenses.
Nola.com reported that
those numbers would place
her annual salary at $360,000,
about $140,000 more than former S&WB Executive Director
Cedric Grant.
City and S&WB officials
expressed hope that the appointment of Edwards, the troubled agency’s third executive
director in five months, would
bring a measure of stability to
the agency.
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Let’s finalize the
Korean situation
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Myung-bak, Park Geun-hye and
Moon Jae-in.
This has been democracy at
its best despite the governmental transition of the northern
border. North Korea has been
an example of nepotism and
staunch old fashion communism. It had only three leaders
during the same time. Kim llsung reigned between the years
of 1945 – 1994. Despite the
economic growth of South Korea, North Korea was virtually
an economic slave to their dictator. Upon his death, his son,
Kim Jong-ll took over during
the years of 1994 – 2011. He
showed little concern about the
impoverished conditions of his
people. It was during this time
that major starvation occurred
amongst the North Korean
people. He began to develop
nuclear capabilities for sinister
interest of his nation.
If that was not enough, this
terrible dictator died and was
replaced with his son, Kim
Jong-un, who has become one
of the worst tyrants and dictators in modern history. Like his
father, he has a sick fascination
with nuclear weapons. Hiring
outlaw nations such as Iran and
Pakistan, he has turned North
Korea into one of the most
dangerous nations in the world
through its developments in
nuclear armaments and intercontinental transference. North

Korea has begun threatening
the free world as this nation
continues to increase its nuclear
capabilities.
His threatening remarks,
medieval posturing against the
western world has been developing into the “journey to the
apocalypse”. It appears that to
make the world safe from this
mad man someone will have
to seize control of his nation.
China and Russia who have
the most, if any, influence on
North Korea have been reticent and unappreciative of the
apparent threat to world peace
and order.
What is needed is extreme
intervention accompanied by
understanding by the onlooking
nations of interest. Kim Jongun, North Korea, must be taken
down. The sooner the better.
His people must be liberated
and, at best, rejoined with their
relatives in South Korea. Chaos
could possibly be prevented
through the United Nations. But
this entity must evolve from its
impotence to make that happen.
Perhaps the western nations, led
by the United States will have
to make a courageous move to
end the above threat.
We are at very serious cross
roads.
Mr. Alford is the Co-Founder, President/CEO of the National Black Chamber of Commerce®. Website: www.nationalbcc.org Email: halford@nationalbcc.org @NationalBCC
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Ask Alma: My ex takes care of our
daughter financially; now he wants
to see her. Should I let him?
By Alma Gill (NNPA
Newswire Columnist)

D

ear Alma:
I had a baby in my
twenties when I was
dealing with this guy, who was
in the military, stationed close
to where I live. I thought that we
would get married and live happily ever after. Obviously, that
didn’t happen. He relocated and
eventually we stopped talking.
He did however send money to
take care of our daughter. I get
a check in the mail from him
every month and I’m forever
grateful for it.
I was heartbroken when he
moved away and I don’t think
I ever really healed. I was in
relationships here and there and
eventually got married.
When that marriage ended,
I just shut down. I let myself
go and made some not so good
decisions. I put on weight, because I’ve been depressed and
I just try not to bring attention
to myself. I’m a great cook and
all my daughter’s friends and
my family usually come over
when they want a good homecooked meal.
Recently, a knock came on
the door and it was my daughter’s father. He asked if she
lived there and then he asked
if her mother was home; he
didn’t even recognize me. I just
said that she wasn’t home and
that I’d give her the message.
He said, “Okay” and I shut the
door. I was so hurt afterward,
I just cried and cried. I don’t
know how to feel. I haven’t
told my daughter yet, because
I don’t know if I want to see
him again. What’s your advice
Alma? Should I give my daughter her father’s contact information or should I just pretend like
he never stopped by?
Signed,
Reunited, but It Doesn’t Feel
So Good
Dear Reunited,
The question you asked has
nothing to do with the answer
you need, but because of the
circumstances, I’ll offer you a

Alma Gill says you have to love yourself first, before you can expect others to love you. NNPA Newswire Advice Columnist Alma
Gill gives advice on co-parenting and the importance of healthy
self-esteem.

two-fer.
First, let me get this straight.
Your daughter’s father consistently provides for her and
although he didn’t stay connected, his coins come regularly to
help you take care of her. He recently stopped by to reconnect,
but didn’t recognize you and
you think that’s enough reason
to keep him away from her?
Okay, I’ve gotta stop rightchia:
I’m sorry Sweet Pea, I don’t
mean to kick you when you’re
down, but this ain’t about you.
It’s about your daughter and her
father reconnecting—period.
Run to your pocketbook, pour
out your belongings and give
the contact information to you
daughter, plain and simple.
Now, scooch over and let
me sit, here’s part two: Aint no
doubt about it, it can seem like
forever to spoon your way out
of a dark, deep ditch, but you
can do it. Once you get started,
your spoon becomes a spatula,
the spatula becomes a ladle
and then the ladle becomes a
shovel—you feel me?
W hat you thought you
couldn’t do, suddenly becomes
natural to you, but first you’ve
got to change your mind, change
your thinking. It’s been a long
time since your old flame has
laid eyes on you, that doesn’t
mean you didn’t look the same.
It just means he didn’t initially

recognize you. Let that go, use
it as the fuel you need to get
back to your best. If you can’t
find the strength in yourself, do
it for your daughter.
Whenever you get tired,
don’t let “Ms. Easy” rule your
decisions. Ms. Easy will lead
you back to eating fried chicken, mac & cheese a drinking
milkshakes, but don’t do it. No
excuses. Today is the day you
are #sickntired of being #sickntired. Start walking. You own
your mind and body; nobody
should love you more than you
love yourself. Stop allowing
the pains of your past to deter
you from making yourself a
priority. Go find the happy you,
the fabulous you, the confident
you and reintroduce yourself.
When you start healing your
mind, your body will follow.
And once that happens, a heap
of friends and family members
won’t recognize you, but that’s
okay, because it’ll be for all the
right reasons.
Alma Gill’s newsroom experience spans more than 25
years, including various roles
at USA Today, Newsday and
The Washington Post. Email
questions to: alwaysaskalma@
gmail.com. Follow her on Facebook at “Ask Alma” and Twitter
@almaaskalma.
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SoHarlem’s founder — Janet Rodriguez — is ‘sew’ unbelievable!
By Audrey J. Bernard
Women’s Editor

J

anet Rodriguez, SoHarlem
Inc, Founder and CEO,
has more than twenty years
of experience in policy and grantmaking positions in public, private, and corporate philanthropy.
That, along with a personal understanding of the critical role the
arts play in child and community
development, led her to serve on
boards, manage institutions, initiate change, and become a social
entrepreneur.
She established SoHarlem to
ensure creative and local people
participate in the economic development in the Manhattanville
Factory District. SoHarlem is
dedicated to forging partnerships
that contribute to transforming

es through mentoring, training and
educational programs.
Prior to establishing SoHarlem, she served as Vice President
of the JPMorgan Chase Global
Philanthropy Group and was responsible for providing leadership
and support to the National Community Relations team charged
with developing and implementing
philanthropic strategies in their
local communities.
She was also the proprietor
of Straight Out of Harlem, Inc.
(SOH) in the Sugar Hill section of
Harlem. As the sole creative outlet
among retail stores and bodegas in
Sugar Hill, the SOH storefront was
an integral part of the community,
Janet Rodriguez
addressing its broader needs by
producing public programs, exhiManhattanville’s creative spirit, bitions, and salons that explored
cultural economy, and public spac- contemporary cultural issues, and

SoHarlem Designers’ Studio is sew chic

S

oHarlem (pronounced So
Harlem) was founded by
women in 2010, as a community-based social enterprise to
connect people living in poverty
to cultural industry opportunities
that help them achieve economic
self-sufficiency and their full
potential. As a not-for-profit
organization, SoHarlem unites a
mix of individuals dedicated to the
support and development of the
Manhattanville Factory District,
by embracing the people, culture,
and the essence of West Harlem.
SoHarlem Inc. lead(s) sustainability initiatives through the
combined efforts of its creative
entrepreneurs, neighbors, volunteers, funders, public officials
and others. Through a continuous
effort of community outreach,
workforce creation and incubation,
SoHarlem Inc. invests in individuals and organizations dedicated to
fostering talent in the community
and the development of the Factory
District.
SoHarlem Inc. relies on a
system of respect, inclusivity,
collaboration, and transparency
as its backbone. Our dedication to
preserving the integrity and livelihood of each individual within
SoHarlem, allows us to open our
doors to investors, creators, collaborators, and individuals who
seek to invest in the development
of our community.
Since SoHarlem’s inception,
it has experimented and explored
a range of cultural industries field
and many of the creative entrepreneurs SoHarlem has assisted
established their own cottage industries. Based on experiences and
needs expressed by the creative
community, the Cultural Industries
Incubator is currently focused on
developing micro businesses related to the fashion industry.
The Cultural Industries Program, with its focus on fashion,
also begins to address this industry’s continued struggle with racial
equity. The greatest demand from
creative entrepreneurs in Harlem
has been from designers of color
who have limited access to afford-

able work space,
and who cannot afford historically
expensive apparel
services that were
once common in
the Garment Center.
Sew-It-Is
So H a rl e m i s
uniquely structured
to nurture up-and-coming creative
entrepreneurs by modeling best
practices, offering the knowledge,
resources, space and access to
manpower necessary to launch their
micro-enterprises in the Manhattanville Factory District. Simultaneously, SoHarlem focuses on developing the skilled workforce needed
to build a sustainable business.
SoHarlem realizes that with
all that is happening in our country: natural devastating disasters,
the violence taking the lives of
so many innocent people and
the importance of getting behind
all these efforts, that receiving a
request to help SoHarlem in comparison seems insignificant. We
ask that you consider the critical
role women play in keeping people
employed especially during these
challenging times.
Although New York City is a
world center for fashion, many of
the design services in the historic
Garment District are being shuttered. The SoHarlem Designers’
Studio offers Sew-It-Is, a comprehensive sampling service for
designers. Your gift subsidizes
emerging designers and textile artists from Harlem in need of design
and other services. Your gift has
the power to make a real difference
in our community.
“We pride ourselves on being
great stewards of our resources
and we’ll do everything in our
power to ensure your gift makes
the biggest possible impact,” stated
Rodriguez in her year-end letter to
SoHarlem’s generous subscribers.
“A gift to SoHarlem supports our
training programs which develop
highly skilled workers from our local community working in homegrown businesses. Please help
us ensure that SoHarlem can

Designers’ Studio

by promoting and selling the work
of more than 250 local and global
artists who created functional and
wearable art and during its five
years of opening that the ethnic,
cultural, aesthetic traditions and
practices of the community were
kept vital during a time of social
change and neighborhood transition.
From 2001 through 2009, Rodriguez served as Vice President
of the JPMorgan Chase Global
Philanthropy Group. While at the
foundation, she was responsible
for providing leadership and support to the National Community
Relations team charged with developing and implementing philanthropic strategies in their local
communities.
Other professional experiences include: Program Officer with

the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation; Managing Director of the
Aaron Davis Hall; Consultant
to the New York Philharmonic’s
Music Assistance Fund and the
Schomburg Center for Research
in Black Culture; Program Director for the Kentucky Arts Council; and Co-Founder of Latin
American Music in Alternative
Spaces.
Rodriguez is a graduate of Columbia University’s School of the
Arts, MFA in Arts Administration;
Columbia University’s Teachers
College, MA in Art Education;
and New York University, BS, Art
Education. She has served on many
boards, among them the Upper
Manhattan Empowerment Zone,
the World Media Foundation, Mid
Atlantic Arts Foundation, and
Grantmakers in the Arts.

About SoHarlem’s Designers
SoHarlem’s Cultural Industry Incubator includes fashion designers
and other creative entrepreneurs from emerging designers to designers who have been creating designs in the industry for decades. The
designers complement each other’s skills sets with a range of years
of training and developing other designers, understanding trends
and markets to fabricating garments. Thanks to SoHarlem’s creative
entrepreneurs we are able to offer some of the work they have created
from sample items to products created from recycled textiles donated
to SoHarlem. We encourage you to support SoHarlem buy purchasing
these one-of-a-kind items which help increase our earned revenue
which support our people and programs.

About the Designers’ Studio

Katherine Phillips

Creative retail outlet

Julian Asion working with
resident designers
develop home-grown, sustainable
businesses in the creative sector
staffed by individuals trained from
our local community as part of the
redevelopment of the Manhattanville Factory District. Remember
any level of support is deeply appreciated.”   Click here to support
SoHarlem’s campaign or make-out
a check to: SoHarlem, Inc. and
mail to 1361 Amsterdam Avenue, Suite 340, New York, NY
10027. If your company has an
employee matching grant program
please consider an end of year gift
to SoHarlem.

The Designers’ Studio, initiated in 2015, has evolved into a professional development vehicle vastly different from traditional sample
rooms and apparel training programs in that it includes practical advice from entrepreneurs with experts in the fashion industry, seasoned
designers, patternmakers and sewists (seamstress who is passionate
about sewing). The Designers’ Studio was started by Julian Asion in
2015. Asion who after more than four decades of collaborating with
designers to bring their visions to fruition, was poised to give back
to the field by inspiring a new generation of emerging fabric artisans
and designers in Harlem. Born in Cuba and a New Yorker by choice,
Asion brought a new level of energy and expertise to the SoHarlem
team through the depth and breadth of his experience working in
the fashion i ndustry, theater and high society. Asion donated his
archives to SoHarlem that include patterns and models spanning his
years in the industry that are available to the public. The Designers’
Studio, has evolved into a professional development vehicle vastly
different from traditional programs because it includes practical advice from experts in the industry. Designers’ Studio offers is open
to all local and global designers in need of: studio time to develop a
design, obtain advice on design, fabrics and patterns and access to
cutting tables; sample production and light manufacturing through
SoHarlem’s in-house seamstress; and space for meetings to showcase
their collection to potential and currents buyers. Anyone interested in
SoHarlem Designers’ Studio is encouraged to send an email to info@
soharlem.org describing your needs or when you would like to book
time to use the Designers’ Studio.

About Sew-It-Is & KP

Katherine Ph illips, founder & creative director Sew-It-Is & KP
Indie and has been mentoring emerging designers in the practical
and detailed steps for bringing new fashion collections to market.
Phillips’ ex perience spans twenty-five years with major industry
labels that include: French Connection, Nicole Farhi, Nordstrom,
Talbots, and Bon Marche, Paris. Like many new market leaders in
fashion, Sew-It-Is advocates sustainability in all aspects of fashion
creation. Phillips has studied at the University of Paris/Sorbonne and
Columbia University, New York, NY. Sew-It-Is is in its second year
at SoHarlem and includes a team of expert seamstresses, patternmakers, fabric illustrators and embroiderers. Phillips has opened a
second location in New Delhi, India where she has spent more than
two decades cultivating and leading a group of artisans who create
beautiful fabrics and apparel embellishments. From this location she
also directs a fabric sourcing facility and the manufacturing of apparel
for some of America’s top specialty retailers of women’s apparel.
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‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ has galactic red carpet premiere

By Audrey J. Bernard
Film Reviewer

Star Wars: The Last Jedi world premiere was attended by (L-R)
Kathleen Kennedy, John Williams, Rian Johnson, Anthony Daniels Lupita Nyong’o, Benicio Del Toro, Mark Hamill, Bob Iger,
Adam Driver, Daisy Ridley, Joonas Suotamo, John Boyega, Alan
Horn, Kelly Marie Tran, Andy Serkis, Laura Dem, Ram Bergman, Domhnall Gleeson, Gwendoline Christie

John Boyega with fans

W

alt Disney Pictures
and Lucasfilm’s behemoth film, Star
Wars: The Last Jedi, cleared
the $1 billion milestone in
worldwide grosses in less than
three weeks making it the
2017 big box office winner
and they’re still counting! Over
6,000 enthusiastic fans attended
the elaborate world premiere on
Saturday, December 9, 2017 at
the Shrine Auditorium in Los

Ram Bergman, John Williams, Kathleen Kennedy
Ricky Strauss, Alan Horn, Alan Bergman, Sean Bailey

Chadwick Boseman, Bob Iger

Lupita Nyong’o, Peter
Nyong’o

Angeles, CA for the second
film in the new “Star Wars”
sequel trilogy following 2015’s
Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
Based on characters by George
Lucas, in Star Wars: The Last
Jedi -- with sweeping music
by composer John Williams,
powerful cinematography by
Steve Yedlin and exemplary editing by Bob Ducsay --

Jon Favreau, Alan Bergman

Alan Horn, Ava DuVernay, Alan Bergman

the Skywalker saga continues
as the heroes of The Force
Awakens join the galactic
legends in an epic adventure
that unlocks age-old mysteries
of the Force and shocking revelations of the past. The sci-fi
thriller stars Mark Hamill,
Carrie Fisher, Adam Driver,
Daisy Ridley, John Boyega,
Oscar Isaac, Lupita Nyong’o,

Andy Serkis, Domhnall Gleeson, Anthony Daniels, Gwendoline Christie, Kelly Marie
Tran, Laura Dern and Benicio
Del Toro. Walking the galactic red carpet was director and
writer Rian Johnson, producers Kathleen Kennedy and
Ram Bergman, and executive
producers J.J. Abrams, Tom
Karnowski and Jason McGatlin, along with celebrated
Composer John Williams

and Walt Disney Chairman
& CEO Bob Iger, Walt Disney Studios Chairman Alan
Horn, Walt Disney Studios
President Alan Bergman,
and Walt Disney Studios Motion Picture President Sean
Bailey. Star Wars: The Last
Jedi opened in U.S. theaters
on Friday, December 15, 2017.
(Photos by Getty Images for
Walt Disney) (See Page 13 for
additional coverage)

Spike Lee, Tonya Lewis J.J. Abrams, Gwendoline Andy Serkis, Domhnall
Lee
Christie
Gleeson
Alan Horn, Bob Iger

Mark Hamill, Lupita Nyong’o with fans

Kathleen Kennedy, Peter Mayhew

(See Page 12 for additional coverage. Photos by Getty Images for Disney)

John Boyega Poster

Atmosphere: Storm Troopers

Adam Driver

Laura Dern

Christian Louboutin

Rian Johnson, Frank Oz

Atmosphere: Praetorian Guards

Gwendoline Christie

Mark Hamill, Daisy Ridley

John Boyega

R2-D2, C-3PO

Benicio Del Toro, Rian Johnson

Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall Daisy Ridley

Anthony Daniels

Kelly Marie Tran

Billie Catherine Lourd

Lupita Nyong'o

Odds of getting
enough sleep?

Odds of
winning Take 5?

1 in yawn.

1 in 9.

©2017 New York Lottery. You must be 18 or older to purchase a lottery ticket. PLEASE PLAY RESPONSIBLY. For help with problem gambling, call 1-877-8-HOPE-NY or text HOPENY (467369). nylottery.ny.gov
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44th Colgate Women’s Games
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Champions and Rising Stars Set Fast Pace
Compiled By Don Thomas

“Track and Field
Series”

A

number of personal best
performances marked an
exceptional early start to
the indoor track season as East
Coast athletes from Boston
to Virginia competed in one
of the largest opening preliminary meets of
the 44th annual Colgate
Women’s Games.
Colgate Women’s Games’
first place finalists won seven
of eight High School division
events: Three time returning
champion Iantha Wright of
Queen’s Jamaica High School
won the 55M in 7.14. Last
year’s Mid School Champion
Brianna Brown now a freshman
at Dewitt Clinton High School,
Bronx won the 200M in 25.99.
Sophia Myers of Queens
HS won the 55MH in 8.19, and
Athing Mu of Trenton High
School, New Jersey returning
after a perfect season of double
wins, took the 800M in 2:20.86,
and the1500M in 4:55.69.
Brooklyn’s My’Khiyah
Williams, who holds High
Jump records in Elem. B (4feet 9-inches) and Mid School
(5-feet 6.5-inches), cleared
the bar at 5-feet 4-inches; and
Manhattan’s Mariam Cisse of
Promise Academy won the shot
put with her personal best toss,
10.93M.
Jasmine Douglas-Grant
of Stroudsburg High School,
PA, off a second place finish
last season, scored her first
major meet’s 1st place win in
the 400M in 1:01.30. National
sprint sensation Avery Lewis
with four concurrent sprint records since first grade, moved
up to the Mid School division
and scored another double win
with two personal bests; 7.16
in the 55M, and 25.56 in the
200M.
The 11-year-old six grader
(who turned 12), attends Westtown School in PA, and has

Peyton Rollins (55 Meters Hurles)

been called one of the fastest
girls in the nation every year
since her 7th birthday. Lewis
holds Colgate Women’s Games’
Elementary A Records in the
55M (7.75) and the 200M
(28.09); and Elementary B
records in the 55M (7.35) and
the 200M (25.99).
Meet Director Cheryl Toussaint calls Avery Lewis “A
truly gifted young athlete and
says competitors like her and
many others through the years
continue to make the Colgate
Women’s Games among the nation’s premiere proving grounds

My’ Khiyah Williams (High Jump)

for track and field talent.”
The Games have produced
hundreds of national champions, and with last summer’s
six alumnae on Olympic Team
USA, 26 former Olympians,
and in four decades, countless
changed lives.
“The Colgate Women’s
Games are primarily about
helping girls and young women
build self-esteem. Competitive
athletics help girls of all abilities discover and improve their
skills and learning they can
meet and exceed personal goals
are lessons that help women
find and expect excellence
throughout their lives.
“This weekend was especially exciting with the number
of athletes enjoying their own
personal best performances,
something normally not seen
until later in the season,” said
Toussaint.
With more personal records
in the Mid School division,
Peyton Rollins of Andrews
Middle School in Medford, MA
won the 55MH in an impressive
8.28, Rowan Houston of Rye
Country Day in White Plains,
New York and Selah Dungey of
St. Peter Academy, River Edge,
New Jersey both cleared 5-feet
0-inches in the High Jump and
Melissa Aymil of Mendham
MS in Brookside, New Jersey
tossed 10.58 in the Shot Put.
Simone Kelley of Wis-

sahickon Middle School in
Ambler, PA won the 400M
in 59.49. Returning Division
Champion Alina LaForest of
Drexel Neumann Acadamey

won the 800M in 2:19.02 and
Brooklyn’s Rainn Sheppard of
Dock Street School won the
1500M in 4:55.13.
(Photos: Lem Peterkin)

Jasmine Douglas-Grant (400 Meters)

Curaçao is a charming island of European heritage and Caribbean flava!

By Audrey J. Bernard
Society Editor

C

URAÇAO, SA – Hello from
picturesque Curacao, a Dutch
Caribbean island, where I’ve
been sunning and funning since December 23 with my sister Marilyn
Mosley and her grandson Sebastien
Alexander Carrero Mosley at
her lavish timeshare in the breathtakingly beautiful Sea Aquarium
Resort Island. Our Christmas was
filled with love and happiness and
thanks as we dined at a candlelight
restaurant that illuminated the water.
Simply magnificent! We brought the
New Year in at one of the Island’s
elegant restaurants situated off the
water and a stone’s throw away from
the beach while watching fireworks.
Curaçao is known for its beaches
tucked into coves and its expansive
coral reefs rich with marine life. The
beautifully appointed island is the
“C” in the ABC Dutch Caribbean
islands. The island capital is called
Willemstad and in 1997 earned the
UNESCO hallmark of World Heritage City with four historic districts:
Punda, Otrobanda, Pietermaai and
Shcarloo, bounded by Sint Anna
Bay and Waaigat Canal. The capital
is a fascinating Dutch-Caribbean
town to explore, with a friendly
and unique atmosphere and has
pastel-colored colonial architecture, floating Queen Emma Bridge
and the sand-floored, 17th-century
Mikvé Israel-Emanuel Synagogue.
It’s also a gateway to western
beaches like Blue Bay, a popular
diving site.
The currency is Netherlands
Antillean guilder and the official
languages are Dutch, English and
Papiamento
The cruise terminals are located
in the Otrabanda section, close to
the duty-free shopping areas and
restaurants, a great opportunity
to admire the colorful Caribbean
buildings and share the tropical
local feeling. Guided tours are

available and will make your time
last the most, for a memorable
experience.
If you are an ocean addict you
will be enchanted by the island’s
reefs, where you can expect good
snorkeling and diving. At some
beaches it’s possible to snorkel right
offshore, along the southern coast
the Curaçao Underwater Marine
Park offers a wide variety of sites
to go for an unforgettable diving.
My precious grandnephew
Sebby learned how to snorkel from
a retired teacher, Claire Shaby, and
had a wonderful time. “He’s the
best student and my best snorkeling partner, ever, she exclaimed,”
garnering a big smile from him.
When he was not in the pool either
swimming or snorkeling, we did all
the things tourists do – sightseeing,
restaurant hoping, town visits,

Things to do in Curaçao
The island offers a variety of
attractions to enjoy and a multitude
of things to do all year around.
Hato Caves Expedition: Find
cave paintings, stalactites and stalagmites. With more than 200,000
years old this land formations were
used for shelter and hiding places.
Located on the north side of the
island it’s a great activity to experience the island history and nature.
Floating Market: One of
Curaçao’s most famous and picturesque sights. Is great to visit if
you are in Punda, from downtown
it is easy to walk by. The buying
is best at 6:30 am—too early for
many people on vacation—but

there’s plenty of action through
the afternoon.
Christoffel Park: Nature lovers will find the park teeming with
local birds and plants, including
species, which are not easily seen
elsewhere on the island. The park
also organizes special activities
and visitors are welcomed from
Mondays to Sundays.
Dolphin Academy: Get the opportunity to meet dolphins, swim,
snorkel or even dive with these special animals. Dolphin Academy is
a natural facility that offers you the
possibility to get to know dolphins
in a fun, informational, responsible
and educational way.

Top ten reasons to visit Curacao

supermarket visits, etc. This is a
paradise island and if you are a
connoisseur of the best things in
life, put this on your “must see”
bucket list. (Photos by Audrey J.
Bernard)

Maritime Museum of
Curaçao: The island Curaçao is
inextricably linked with the sea.
If you want to enrich your knowledge about the maritime history
of Curaçao while staying in a
Curaçao, then you pay a visit to the
Curaçao Maritime Museum. You
can relax at the museum’s harbor
side cafe, and browse in its gift and
souvenir shop.
Shete Boka Is a National park
in Soto that is named for the seven
inlets but in fact there are more
than those. It offers rocky coastal
views and is a great way to view
the dramatic ocean environments
of Curaçao.

1. Caribbean music:
The extremely talented musicians create an extraordinary
atmosphere to share beer and liquor with the locals. The cool
live acoustic music allows you to meet interesting characters
and have a great time.
2. Natural healing:
Getting conscious about looking good is necessary to keep
oneself in shape. To heal yourself Medicine Traditions of the
Caribbean can provide you with herbal remedies and curative
herbs.
3. Sea animal encounters:
Learn more about sea animals and spend time with them,
get up close and personal with the Curaçao Sea Aquarium programs and enjoy this unique opportunity and once in a lifetime
experience with marine life.
4. Time for shopping:
Known for is shopping; the Heerenstraat and Breedestraat
streets were designated for selling. Both located in Punda district offer a wide sort of products such as black coral jewelry,
leather goods, and wooden shoes. Find items that are traded
locally or are from major clothing designers.
5. Blue drinks:
Home of the Curaçao liqueur that comes from a dried peel
of the laraha citrus fruit, this island is responsible for the best
stunning deep blue drinks. A wide range of cocktails to chose
from for a fantastic experience.
6. Never ending summer:
A beautiful sunny weather all year long make Curaçao the
ideal location for a perfect vacation destination great to escape
the cold winters and have a sunshine Christmas. Average temperature is eighty-five degrees.
7. Meet the locals:
Experience a rich heritage and blooming culture with remarkable diversity of people from the ethnic inhabitants, the
Arawak, the Dutch, West Indian, African and Latin a cosmopolitan experience to be shared.
8. Thrilling fusion of Caribbean and European foods:
Products from around the world can be found in supermarkets and could come from United States, Europe and South
America. Popular dishes include: stoba, guiambo, kadushi,
sopi, mondongo and funchi.
9. Perfect beaches:
The island’s north coast is rugged but the south side of the
island has, calm crystal clear water creating over thirty tropical
beaches perfect for current-free swimming and snorkeling ideal
for a time of relaxation.
10. World Heritage Site:
With centuries of history Willemstad, capital of Curaçao
is a captivating town being the only World Heritage Site in
the Caribbean, with world-class museums, and unique hotels,
a great atmosphere for and wandering around shopping and
sightseeing.
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WHAT’S GOING ON

RIP:
GLORIA HORSFORD TORRUELLA

My niece Gloria Horsford Torruella, 39, joined the ancestors on
December 29. The fifth of Karen
and Rocky Horsford’s nine children,
one of four daughters. Gloria’s life
was short but rich with good family
values and rituals. Following the
family tradition, she worked in real
estate and helped manage her sister’s
Cove Lounge. She attended New
York public schools and earned an
associate degree in business. She
was in love with life and it was reciprocal. The family had a scare
when Gloria, 12 had her first of three
open heart surgical procedures. She Gloria Horsford Torruella
recovered in a week, much to the
consternation of her surgeons. A ways large and small. On Christmas
tough as nails Scorpio, Gloria did Eve at her sister Alyah’s home,
not suffer fools easily. She married Gloria looked so radiant and happy,
David Torruella and their first child qualities befitting the night. She
Jeannette arrived four years ago. Like died in her sleep five days later. Her
her mom, Jeannette is quick witted, funeral service will be held at Mt.
impatient and intelligent. Gloria gave Olivet Church, 201 Lenox Avenue
birth to twins, Skylar and David, in at 120 Street, Harlem on Thursday,
2016. Her children lit up her life in January 4, at 10 am.

OUT OF AFRICA/2018
Former soccer great, named 1995
FIFA World Player Of the Year,
George Weah, 51, is Liberian President elect. Last week he declared.
“Liberia is open for business and
foreign investment.” Large numbers
of Liberian millennials insured his
electoral victory. They want jobs and
betters wages. Weah is encouraging
Liberians overseas, whose remittances are roughly 25% of the national
GDP to come back home to rebuild
a country still in recovery from the
civil war (1989-2003). Liberia’s major industry sectors are mining, oil
and electricity. Its main exports are
rubber and iron ore.
According to an Associated Press
story, “ 1st White Farmer Gets Land
Back under Zimbabwe’s new Leader,” Emmerson Mnangagwa, who
succeeded Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe. After a military coup,
not named as such, ousted Mugabe,
Mnangagwa assumed interim leader-

George Weah

ship of the nation until formal August
elections. He vowed that Zimbabwe
was open for business and said that
he would undo Mugabe’s land reform
policies. Mnangagwa’s action does
not sound like a democratic formula
for broad voter support.

ARTS/CULTURE

Yanick Rice Lamb, publisher of
FIERCE magazine, forwarded “The
15 Fiercest Sisters of 2017” List,
which includes the following 1) The
Black Woman Voter 2) Kathryn
Finney, Digital Undivided Founder
3) Jesmyn Ward, MacArthur Genius Awardee, 2017 National Book
Awardee, fiction 4) Sloane Stephens,
US Open 5) Dr. Myiesha Turner,
Medical Advocate 6) Ava DuVernay,
filmmaker 7) Roxanne Gay, Hunger
book, a memoir 8) Jonelle Monae,
“Hidden Figures,” “Moonlight” 9)
Danielle Poux, Danielle’s Dessert
10) LaJune Montgomery Tabron11)
Nikole Hannah-Jones, Investigative
Reporter 12) Chriss McFarlan, Patientory App 13) Haben Girma, Disability advocate and sightless surfer
14/15 ) Carolyn Hartfield, Hartfield
Hikers and Rue Mapp. Outdoor Afro.
NBC-TV names Hoda Kotb, 53,

Roxanne Gay

to permanently replace Matt Lauer as
TODAY Show co-host with Savannah
Gurthrie. The Kotb/Guthrie team
ostensibly have good chemistry and
are pulling impressive Nielsen numbers, which always make network
brass happy Egyptian American Kotb
will continue as co-host of her show
with Kathie_Lee Gifford, which airs
during the 4th hour of the TODAY
Show.

2018 NY POLITICS
Who’s Who on NYS ballots this
year. It is election year for NYS
Governor Andrew Cuomo, for US
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, NYS
Lieutenant Kathy Hochul, Governor, NYS Attorney General, NYS
Comptroller, Tom DiNapoli, all NY
Congressional seats and the entire
NYS Legislature, including 150

Assembly seats and 63 Senate seats.
New Yorkers, get ready for yearround fundraisers. Chet Whye’s
Harlem4Obama hosts First Friday
with NYS Senator from Harlem
Brian Benjamin, at Chai Wali bistro,
located at 274 Lenox Avenue, on
January 5 at 6 pm.

BLACK NEWS/HARLEM
Harlem Fashion Week, Fall/
Winter 2018 collections, is poised
for Season 4, on February 4. Harlem
Fashion Week replicates many of the
features of NY Fashion week, which
runs from February 8-16. Produced
by daughter/ mother team, Yvonne
Jewnell and Tandra Birkett, Harlem
Fashion Week brings international
glamour, mannequins, catwalks,
showcasing works by internationally renown and emerging fashion
designers. It is a phenom which
underscores the richness of African American, African Diasporan
culture. A graduate of the Parsons
School of Design, Yvonne Jewnell,

25, launched her own fashion house,
Yvonne Jewnell New York a few
years ago. Her studio/office is Harlem based. Visit HarlemFW. Com.
The Manhattan Community
Board 10 Education, Youth and
Libraries Committee has organized
a Donation Drive until January 15,
collecting baby wipes, diapers,
socks, feminine hygiene products
for a Harlem Women’s domestic violence shelter. Items can be dropped
off during regular office hours, at
Manhattan CB10 office, in Central
Harlem, located at 215 West 125
Street, Harlem. Call 212.749.3105

EDUCATION/VOCATION OPS
Founded by educator Edouard
Plummer in 1964, the Harlembased Wadleigh Scholarship Program (WSP) is a 501©3 organization which identifies and motivates
students of color, who demonstrate
academic excellence and are ready
to attend a top American boarding
school who qualifies for a scholarship. The Wadleigh Scholars
Program is one of New York City’s
best kept secrets. The
ideal scholar/ candidate is a 7th
grader with an 85+ average, prepared to attend Saturday enrichment
classes.
More than 600 public school
students worked through the WSP
boot camp, who attended boarding schools like Andover, Choate,
Westminster; completed college

undergraduate and graduate programs at Harvard, Howard, Brown,
University of Pennsylvania, Morehouse, Princeton. Today, they excel
in professions in medicine, education, law, science, Wall Street, social
work ; and Info Technology. Applicants and their parents are invited
to attend the Saturday, January 27
Wadleigh Scholars Program Open
House, at Wadleigh Secondary
School, located at 215 West 114
Street. For more info, contact WSP
alum Derrick Wallace, at dcwtnt@
aol.com or call 201.356.9005.
NYC Transit has cast its recruitment net for a Chief Administrative
Officer and a Chief Planning Officer,
both of which are effective immediately. Visit TheBurgessGroup.com
or call 212.406.2400.

TRANSITIONS
RIP: Giselle King Porter, 74,
passed on December 14, after a
short battle with cancer. The only
child of Lillian and Alonzo King,
Giselle is native New Yorker, who
attended and graduated from The
Modern School, a Black private
school founded in 1933; Walden
School and New York University,
where she majored in education. She
cut her professional teeth in hospitals like Roosevelt in Manhattan,
then at the Trump Pavilion Nursing
Home, on the Jamaica Hospital
campus, in Queens, where worked
for 37 years and wore many hats–as
a recreation therapist, a go-to manager, who filled her days trying to
make the world a better place, for
the nursing home’s long term and
short term residents. She married
John Porter in 1973, a union which
lasted until his death in 2007. A
died-in the-wool New Yorker, she
was a culture maven who loved museums, theater, concerts and good
jazz musicians along Harlem’s night
club spots. She is survived by an extended family circle of friends, most
of whom date back to her Modern

Giselle King Porter

School and Walden days; and her
beloved Trump Pavilion co-workers.
RIP: New Yorker Charles Richardson, 73, died last year. Co-founder of the New York based TRIAD
Ad Agency, based on West 57 Street,
in the 80s, he relocated to Los Angeles, partnered with Bob Cambridge,
starting, growing business which
they would sell.

A Harlem-based management consultant, Victoria Horsford can be reached at Victoria.horsford@gmail.com
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Vanguard Residency

Nona's Inaugural Show at Joe's Pub

Patti LaBelle, Nona Hendryx and Sarah Dash, original founding members of Internationally renowned LaBelle trio formed in 1964

NYB’s Don Thomas and Nona Hendryx pose under the Joe’s
Pub sign inside the lobby of the Public Theater (Photo: Ronnie
Wright)

N

musical theater and cabaret
workshops, panels and performances.
Nona’s premiere of “PARALLEL LIVES” featuring an
international roster of contemporary vocalists, will be
a global celebration of “Lady
Day” (Billie Holiday) and the
“Little Sparrow” (Edith Piaf).
Two women born in the same
year on different shores, speaking different languages,
That led paraell lives in
many ways, yet never met or
maybe they did, no one knows.
They died 4 years apart in the
cities they loved.
Guest Artists will include
Joey Arias, Tamar Kali, Liza
Jesse Peterson, Kiki Hawkins
and Musical Director Etienne
Stadwjck. Performances will
be Friday, January 5th and
Saturday, January 6th at 7pm.
Further information visit www.
joepub.com

ewly re-modeled Joe’s
Pub located inside The
Public Theater in Manhattan’s East Village launched
a new program The Vanguard
Residency in 2018. The inaugural recipient of the award
is Grammy-nominated, Art/
Funk Rock Pioneer Nona
Hendryx, (one of the Original
founding members of R&B/
Funk LaBelle trio, which
included Patti LaBelle and
Sarah Dash).
As Creator/Director Nona
will use the series to present
artists and work that are, as
she puts it “Antithetical to the
normal,expected and accepted,
the status quo.”
The year under Hendryx’s
distinctive curatorial guidance
will also include long beloved
shows like “MAMAFUNK,”
and “BERKLEE on BROADWAY,” a showcase of Berklee
students who take part in a
spring break three-day trip
to New York, immersed in Joe’s Pub is located inside The Public Theater

ABOUT Nona
Hendryx

Revolutionary Art/Rock/NewWave Goddess Nona Hendryx is
a celebrated vocalist, record producer, songwriter, musician and
author. Tackling social issues, love
and politics, Hendryx’s legendary
career spans six decades of sound
and style evolution. Longtime
Nona Hendryx fans know her
as one of the founding members
of the ‘girl group,’ Patti LaBelle
and the Bluebelles. Patti, Sarah
Dash and Nona morphed into the
groundbreaking group LaBelle,
delivering a No.1 worldwide hit
with “Lady Marmalade, (Voulez
Vous Coucher Avec Moi C’est
Soir?).”
Setting the world on fire with
their theatrical performances
and their costumes from feathers to silver bodysuits. Writing
for Patti’s amazing voice and
the group’s unique sound,

Hendryx’s songs, “Can I Speak
to You Before You Go to Hollywood,” “I Believe I Finally
Made It Home,” “Space Children,” and “You Turn Me On”
became ‘the voice of LaBelle’.
As a solo artist, Nona, has
recorded and collaborated with
an impressive line up of collaborators from all genres including Hip-Hop, Rock, Funk and
Jazz. She has also connected
with Prince, Peter Gabriel,
Talking Heads, Terri Lyne Carrington’s Mosaic Project, Living Color, Afrika Bambaataa
to George Clinton and P-Funk.
On Nona’s 2012 album
“Mutatis Mutandis” (Latin for
changing those things which
need to be changed), Hendryx
lends the necessary gravitas to
a striking rendition of Billie
Holiday’s “Strange Fruit” with
a smoky vocal tessitura somewhere between funk and the
end of the stratosphere.

Jessica Chastain and Idris Elba are the only game in town!

By Audrey J. Bernard
Film Reviewer

J

essica Chastain is the
“go to” girl who always
brings her A-game to
any role and her latest triumph was playing the lead
role in Molly’s Game where
she aced the role. Dashingly
directed by award-winning
film and television screenwriter Aaron Sorkin who
made an impressive directorial debut! Chastain aced
the role! These two are an
unbeatable pair and throw
in Idris Elba and you have
a winning hand! This fast
paced movie is based on
Molly’s Game from Hollywood’s elite to Wall Street’s
Billionaire Boys Club, My
High-Stakes Adventure in the
World of Underground Poker
by Molly Bloom and thrills

Bill Camp, Molly Bloom, Aaron Sorkin, Jessica Chastain, Jeremy Strong, Michael Cera and Madison McKinley at the Molly’s Game
New York premier at AMC Loews Lincoln Square

from start to finish. Molly
Bloom (Jessica Chastain), an
Olympic-class skier who was
sidelined from a freak accident
on the slopes and moved to Los
Angeles where she got a job
working as a personal office
assistant by day and a poker
hostess by night on her way
to becoming the Heidi Fleiss
of poker. The Poker Princess
ran the world’s most exclusive
high-stakes poker game for a
decade before being arrested in
the middle of the night by 17
FBI agents wielding automatic
weapons. And like the Hollywood Madam, her players
included Hollywood royalty,
sports stars, business titans and
finally, unbeknownst to her,
the Russian mob. Her only ally
was her criminal defense lawyer Charlie Jaffey (Idris Elba),

tastic ride filled with elegance,
sophistication and lots of style
-- the same thing you got from
her as she graced the red carpet
of the New York premiere at the
AMC Loews Lincoln Square
attended by Sorkin, Bill Camp,
Molly Bloom, Jeremy Strong,
Michael Cera and Madison
McKinley. Molly’s Game
is produced by Mark Gordon, Amy Pascal and Matt
Jackson; and stars Jessica
Chastain, Idris Elba, Kevin
Costner, Michael Cera, Jeremy Strong, Chris O’Dowd,
and Bill Camp with gripping
music by Daniel Pemberton
and panoramic cinematography
Molly’s Game stars Jessica Chastain and Idris Elba in producby Charlotte Bruus Christion shot
tenson. Molly’s Game was
who learned that there was two dazzle as they unravel the distributed nationwide on Demuch more to Molly than the mess Chastain has wound up cember 25, 2017 by STXfilms.
tabloids led us to believe. The in and viewers are in for a fan- (Photos by Getty Images)

Playing Winston Churchill is one of Gary Oldman’s finest hours
As the seemingly unstoppable
Nazi forces advance, and with
the Allied army cornered on
the beaches of Dunkirk, the fate
of Western Europe hangs on
the leadership of the newly-appointed British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill who must
face one of his most turbulent
and defining trials – exploring
a negotiated peace treaty with
Nazi Germany, or standing firm
to fight for the ideals, liberty
and freedom of a nation. As
the unstoppable Nazi forces roll
across Western Europe and the
threat of invasion is imminent,
and with an unprepared public,

F

a skeptical King, and his own
party plotting against him, Churchill must withstand his darkest
hour, rally a nation, and attempt
to change the course of world
history. While maneuvering his
political rivals, he must confront
the ultimate choice: negotiate
with Hitler and save the British
people at a terrible cost or rally
the nation and fight on against
incredible odds. Grippingly
directed by Joe Wright, and
written by Anthony McCarten,
Darkest Hour is the dramatic
and inspiring story of four weeks
in 1940 during which Churchill’s courage to lead changed Anthony McCarten, Gary Oldman, Kristin Scott Thomas, Ben

rom Focus Features
comes one of this year’s
best films, Darkest Hour,
which sheds light on the dynamic leadership of the newly-appointed British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill brilliantly
played by Academy Award nominee Gary Oldman. During
the early days of World War II,
with the fall of France imminent,
Britain faces its darkest hour as
the threat of invasion looms. Darkest Hour star Gary Oldman in production shot

Mendelsohn, Joe Wright at Darkest Hour New York premiere at
Paris Theatre

the course of world history. This
hair-raising and inspiring true
story stars Oldman who is joined
by Kristin Scott Thomas, Lily
James, Stephen Dillane Ronald Pickup and Ben Mendelsohn who are equally superb in
their supporting roles. Darkest
Hour was released nationwide
by Focus Features in December,
2017.
T he or iginal D ark est
Hour screenplay is by Antho-

ny McCarten (The Theory
of Everything). McCarten and
Lisa Bruce (The Theory of Everything) are producing Darkest Hour with Working Title
co-chairs Tim Bevan and Eric
Fellner, and Douglas Urbanski (Nil by Mouth), reteaming
with Focus and Working Title
following Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, for which Oldman
was a Best Actor Oscar nominee. (Photos by Getty Images)
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INTERVIEW
Katt Williams Is Back!
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Comedian/Actor/Rapper Katt
Williams

By Kam Williams
Senior Movie Critic

“Father Figures”
Legendary stand-up comedian, actor and rapper Katt Williams has enjoyed an impressive
career seeded with thousands of
stage shows in sold-out arenas,
a laundry list of starring roles
on the small screen and memorable performances in major
box office hits. The film “Father
Figures” marks the eagerly-anticipated rebirth of this beloved
and beleaguered comedian with
seemingly more than nine lives.
Katt guarantees his standup show audiences an experience that will stimulate further
conversation after his curtain
closes. Look for articulate,
quick-witted dialogue featuring
names like Trump and Cosby
that is rooted in evergreen
conversations about politics,
race relations and police brutality— all a mere mirror reflection of the American cultural
landscape.
Born on September 2, 1971
in Cincinnati, Ohio, Katt grew
up in Dayton. Strong-willed and
self-motivated even as a young
man, he became emancipated
at 13 and relocated on his own
to Florida where he worked as
a door-to-door salesman.
Not long thereafter, he took
his first shot at first standup, thrilling a crowd with a
five-minute improv routine,
much to his surprise. That’s
when Katt, having searched his
entire adolescence for a sense
of purpose, found fulfillment
in making people smiles. Encouraged by his early success,
Williams committed himself
to fine-tuning his God-given
talent— a unique comedic
delivery audiences had not yet
witnessed— by performing his
routines in clubs all over the
country.
By 1999, he had become
established in the pantheon of
great African-American comics
that also includes Eddie Murphy, Martin Lawrence, Dave
Chapelle and Chris Rock. After
cultivating a loyal fan base, he
made a smooth transition to TV
and film, making a scene-steal-

ing big screen debut playing
(Money Mike) in “Friday After
Next.”
HERE, the comeback kid
talks about acting opposite Ed
Helms, Owen Wilson, Ving
Rhames, Glenn Close, J.K.
Simmons and Christopher
Walken in the new ensemble
comedy, “Father Figures.” Kam
Williams: Hey Katt.
Katt Williams: Hello, Kam.
KW: I’m honored to have
this opportunity to speak with
you. Katt: Oh, thank you. I
appreciate it. KW: What interested you in “Father Figures.”
Katt: When I read the
script, I instantly understood
that it was somehow funny and
yet also touching. It really felt
like something substantial. The
only question was whether it
would be cast correctly.
“Then, when you hear it’s
going to be Owen Wilson,
Ed Helms, Glenn Close, J.K.
Simmons, Christopher Walken, Terry Bradshaw and Ving
Rhames, it’s like, wait a minute! This is exactly what I was
hoping for. So,
I was in all through the
process.
KW: Once again, you’ve
managed to have the most
memorable scenes in a movie,
even in a support role. Katt:
Thank you, Kam. I’m always
trying to wring as much, comedically, out of a performance
as I possibly can. This role
was different because it called
for the exercise of a different
muscle. It wasn’t just about,
More! More! More! More! This
film called for me to start with
absolute constraint, to start at 0
and gradually accelerate from
there. I appreciate the acting
lesson within it.
KW: What would you say
is the message of “Father Figures.” Katt: It’s two fold. On
the most basic level, it’s about
not judging a book by its cover.
That all close friends start out
as strangers. That’s the beauty
of the situation we’re in on this
planet.
“We have the opportunity
every day to meet someone we
didn’t know who might become
an integral part of our life that
really matters. The second message is that we all have holes
in our souls, and that we’ll be
better people when we figure
out how to fix those holes. So,
it’s also about people trying to
be more complete. And that’s a
wonderful story to tell any time
of year, but especially during
the holiday season.
KW: Was there a meaningful spiritual component to your
childhood.
Katt: I’ve always felt that
way. I’ve sensed, at my best moments, that I was being led. So,
I know that sort of protection
exists. I also know that there
are some people who are much
more in tune with the universe
than the rest of us. and their
lives are evidence of that.
KW: Ling-Ju Yen asks:

What is your earliest childhood
memory. Katt:
I can remember thinking, at
the age of 3, that I invented the
concept of lying. By a brilliant
thought process, I figured that
I could fib and avoid the repercussions for something I had
done, because lying meant that
it never happened. However, by
the time I was 5, I came to hate
lying and to think of it as the
worst thing in the world. That’s
my earliest memory. Weird,
but true!
KW: The Morris Chestnut
question: Was there any particular moment in your childhood
that inspired you to become the
person you are today.
Katt: No, I could only envision myself doing something
that was important to people.
But years later, when comedy came into my life, I was
so ready for it. I had already
watched the great comics. It had
just never occurred to me that
that was something I could be
doing, too. Coming from that to
this was a lot and it makes you
forever grateful.
KW: What’s on the horizon
for you. More movies, more TV,
more stand-up. Katt: All of the
above. I just finished an episode
of “Atlanta,” and I have a Netflix special dropping January
16th called “Great America.”
And I’ve just wrapped “Meet
the Blacks 2: The House Next
Door” with Mike Epps, Lil
Duval, Bresha Webb, Zulay
[Henao] and company. And
Right now, I’m just finishing
up “#TwoMinutesofFame” with
Jay Pharoah, Deon Cole and a
bunch of great comedians.
KW: What happened to Jay
when he joined SNL? I was
expecting big things from that
marriage, because I knew he
was so talented. Katt: It’s delicate when you’re using his set
of skills for comedic purposes.
It’s not the easiest thing to do.
and that’s why he struggled on
occasion. But when it’s done
right, it’s perfect. Jay’s a rare
talent, and I’m sure Saturday
Night Live was just the start
for him.
KW: The Uduak Oduok
question: Who is your favorite
clothes designer.
Katt: I hesitate to use the
word favorite, because I’m a
fan of so many great fashion
designers. However, I’d say
Tom Ford, as an organization.
They get me and the way I like
to dress. I like a little edge and
a little flash. But I do like to be
grounded in conservatism, and
Tom Ford has never delivered
me a bad product, ever.
KW: When you look in
the mirror, what do you see.
Katt: I see someone who has
managed to stick around for
this amount of time without
literally scraping their potential.
KW: The Viola Davis question:
What’s the biggest difference
between who you are at home
as opposed to the person we see
on the red carpet.

Katt: [LOL] I’m able to
behave like the guy you see
onstage although that’s not my
entire existence. I might be a
portion of that guy. At home,
quiet prevails. It’s incense,
candles and birds chirping.
Everything’s done to maximize
peace and tranquillity, because
we know when we exit those
doors, it’s going to be a whole
different energy.
KW: Is there any question
no one ever asks you, that you
wish someone would. Katt:
[Laughs some more]. There are
a whole of list of questions. Listen, parodies of me have been
done 7 or 8 times on SNL. Every time they want good black
ratings, somebody’s doing Katt
Williams.
“Jay Pharoah...Michael
Che...Leslie Jones...Drake...
Tiffany Haddish. with each
of them, we’ve had a Katt
Williams sighting. So, here’s
a question I wish somebody
would ask: How many impressions of you should they do
before finally having the real
Katt Williams on Saturday
Night Live.
KW: Well put! Why do you
spoof somebody so many times
without inviting them on? The
Anthony Mackie question: Is
there anything that you promised yourself you’d do if you
became famous, that you still
haven’t done yet. Katt: Oh, no.
Absolutely not! Those were the
first things that got done. I was
so grateful to God, I did make
sure I kept all my promises to
Him, up front, of what I’d do
in return for being successful.
KW: Harriet Pakula-Teweles asks: With so many classic
films being redone, is there a remake you’d like to star in. Katt:
I hesitate to say, because I put it
out there, someone else might
jump on the idea. Although,
I think it’s a great time to
redo “Trading Places.”
KW: What is your favorite
dish to cook. Katt: Turkey.
Turkey is a big deal because
it’s so obvious when it’s not
right, and just as obvious when
you’ve nailed it. I like those
recipes that a lot of work goes
into. KW: Making a movie is
like that, too. Do you have any
interest in directing.
Katt: Yes, but I’m focusing
on producing right now. I’m

producing both of those movies
I told you about. [The House
Next Door 2 and #TwoMinutesofFame]
KW: Larry Greenberg asks:
Do you have a favorite movie
monster.
Katt: Yeah, I was never the
same after I saw Bram Stoker’s
“Dracula.”
KW: The Anthony Anderson question: If you could have
a superpower, which one would
you choose. Katt: Invisibility.
That’s the only thing that fame
cost me. I used to be able to go
places and blend in. Anonymity
is something you lose on this
side of things.
KW: Can you go to a movie
theater or a supermarket. Katt:
Not unless I’m prepared to be
Katt Williams. KW: If you
could travel back in time, what
advice would you give your 13
year-old self. Katt: I would
reassure him that he was on it,
and to trust his instincts about
what he intended to bring.
“I would tell him not to give
away all of your stories before
it’s time to, if you intend to
have longevity. Each of those
movie ideas you have, could
turn into $100 million apiece,
if you don’t share them before
you make it.
KW: Judyth Piazza asks:
What key quality do you believe
all successful people share.
Katt: I have yet to meet someone who was successful who
was even slightly negative. That
comes from a muscle training.
You can work on negativity and
weed it out of your life. I’ve
noticed that all of the people
who acted as if they were going
to be gone too soon, were gone
too soon.
KW: The Tavis Smiley
question: How do you want to
be remembered.
Katt: [Chuckles] Just as a
lover of the truth. KW: Finally,
Samuel L. Jackson asks: What’s
in your wallet. Katt: My ID, a
SAG card and a little cash. KW:
Thanks again for the time, Katt,
and best of luck with the film,
the stand-up special and your
other endeavors.
Katt: Thank you, Kam.
Nobody does it better than
you. You got something accomplished, here. I’ve never had
a conversation like this with
anybody else, for sure.

Katt Williams in hilarious scene from “Father Figures”

Mark Rylance's return to Broadway receives royal treatment

Mark Rylance takes opening
night bow

Andre Holland, Mark Rylance

Farinelli and the King production shot (Joan Marcus)

By Audrey J. Bernard

B

roadway turned royal
blue on Sunday evening,
December 17, 2017 with
the opening night of Claire
van Kampner’s majestic new
play Farinelli and the King at
the Belasco Theatre, 111 West
44th Street, NYC for a limited
engagement through March 25,
2018, followed by an equally noble post party celebration. Stunningly directed by John Dove
with an engaging music score
by Kampner, the epic play stars
her husband, three-time Tony
Award and Oscar-winning actor
Mark Rylance, and enthralled
from beginning to end starting
with Paul Russell’s marvelous
transformation of the Belasco
Theatre into European splendor
replete with an abundant glow
of candlelight and live music
played on Baroque instruments.
Russell’s exquisite light-

Huss Garbiya

Melody Grove

ing design coupled with the
enchanting set design by Jonathan Fensom — which includes on-stage and banquette
seating — transports you back
in time adding authenticity
to the period in which all of
this takes place! Theatergoers
who choose on-stage seats, in
the upper gallery and at stage
level, will have an exciting,
up close and intimate viewing
experience.
The front two rows of
the Belasco Theatre have also
been replaced with cushioned
banquettes, in the style of
Shakespeare’s Globe’s indoor
Sam Wanamaker Playhouse,
a recreation of a Jacobean-era
theatre. The banquette seats

also provide close proximity to
moments of the production’s
fascinating staging.
Farinelli and the King follows King Philippe V of Spain
(Mark Rylance), plagued by
insomnia, lying awake in his
chamber. The Queen (Melody Grove), desperate for a
cure, hears of Farinelli (Sam
Crane), a castrato with a voice
so divine it has the power
to captivate all who hear it.
Philippe is so astonished when
Farinelli sings that he begs
him to stay. But will Farinelli,
one of the greatest celebrities
of his time, choose a life of
solitude over fame and fortune
in the opera houses of Europe?
The cast features Sam Crane
(Farinelli), Huss Garbiya
(Doctor José Cervi), Melody Grove (Isabella Farnese),
Lucas Hall (Jethro/Miguel,
cover Farinelli), Colin Hurley
(John Rich), Edward Peel (De
La Cuadra) and Mark Ry-

The Band

lance as Philippe V. Grammy
Award winning Countertenor
Iestyn Davies also stars as
the singing voice of Farinelli
performing many of the stunning Handel arias first sung
by the real-life Farinelli in the
1730s. Acclaimed countertenor James Hall will perform
the singing voice of Farinelli
at select performances. The
company also features Peter
Bradbury and Margot White.
Farinelli and the King premiered to rave reviews and
played a sold out run at Shake-

The cast of Farinelli and the King take opening night bow

The cast of Farinelli and the King at celebratory after party:
Margot White, Colin Hurley, Huss Garbiya, Lucas Hall, Edward
Peel, Melody Grove, scribe Claire van Kampen, Mark Rylance,
Sam Crane, Iestyn Davies.

speare’s Globe’s Sam Wanamaker Playhouse in February
2015. The production later
played a sold out engagement
on the West End in fall 2015,
where it was the highest grossing show in the history of the
Duke of York’s Theatre, and
received six Olivier Award
nominations.
Farinelli and the King
marks the seventh theatre production starring Mark Rylance
that Sonia Friedman Productions has produced, following
Twelfth Night, Richard III, Jerusalem, La Bête, Boeing-Boeing (London and New York)
and Nice Fish (London). Sam
Crane, Iestyn Davies, Huss
Garbiya, Melody Grove, James
Hall, Colin Hurley, Edward Peel
and Mark Rylance are appearing with the support of Actors’
Equity Association. The Producers gratefully acknowledge
Actors’ Equity Association for
its assistance of this production.
U.S. Casting is by Jim Carnahan, C.S.A. U.K. Casting is
by Matilda James. U.K. Music
Supervisor is Bill Barclay. Pro-

Claire van Kampen, Mark
Rylance

Juliet Rylance, Claire van
Kampen, Mark Rylance

Gavin, Robyn Paley, SGC US,
Tulchin Bartner Productions,
Cindy & Jay Gutterman/
Marc David Levine, Marguerite Hoffman/ Van Kaplan,
and Shakespeare Road. (Photos by Emilio Madrid-Kuser
courtesy Broadway.com) (Photos by Emilio Madrid-Kuser
courtesy Broadway.com and
Walter McBride)

Sonia Friedman,
Claire van Kampen, Sam Crane, Iestyn
Claire van Kampen Juliet Rylance
Davies, Mark Rylance

duction Stage Manager
is Evangeline Rose Whitlock.
Stage Manager is James Latus.
Production Management is by
Aurora Productions. U.K.
General Management is by
Sonia Friedman Productions.
U.S. General Management
is by Bespoke Theatricals.
Sam Rudy Media Relations
is the Press Representative.
Farinelli and the King is
produced on Broadway by Sonia Friedman Productions,
Shakespeare’s Globe and
Paula Marie Black, with Tom
Smedes, Peter Stern, Jane
Bergère, Jane Dubin/Rachael
Weinstein, 1001 Night Pro- Iestyn Davies and Sam Crane
ductions, Elizabeth Cuthrell as Farinelli in Farinelli and the
& Steven Tuttleman, Rupert King
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Pastor Charles Jenkins’ “Grace” Hits No. 1

Pastor Charles Jenkins and Fellowship Chicago

Compiled By Don Thomas

P

astor Charles Jenkins and
Fellowship Chicago and
Le’Andria have parked
at the top spot on both the
Billboard and Mediabase Gospel Airplay charts with their
inspiring radio single “Grace”
(Inspired People/Empire).
The uplifting, track, “Grace”
caps another awesome year
of hit-making grooves for the
Chicago-based Pastor.
“Grace” anchors the forthcoming album titled Keep the
Faith, which will release in

2018. The project was recorded
live during the New Year’s Eve
service (December 31st) at
Fellowship Chicago, which is
located at 4543 South Princeton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
The event started at 10pm and
admission was free.
“We are really excited about
this new album. God has given
me a range of singable music
that will appeal to all generations. The album will be full
of music every church can sing
out loud!,” explained Jenkins.
The St. Petersburg, Florida
native burst on the national

JAZZ-CHAT

music scene in 2012 when his
debut radio single with Fellowship Chicago, “Awesome,”
reached the No. 1 spot on
Billboard Magazine’s Gospel
Airplay chart and stayed there
for 22 weeks.
The group followed up with
“#WAR” that also hit No. 1 on
the Gospel Airplay chart in
2014 and was cited as the most
played gospel song of 2015 on
Billboard’s end-of-the-year
chart. Pastor Charles Jenkins
has enjoyed other Top Ten hits
including “Just To Know Him”
and “Winning.”

2 Young Ladies of Jazz
Compiled By Don Thomas

T

Producer Rome Neal

aylor Moore is a gifted
percussionist. She has
received several honors
for her musical achievements.
In addition to winning awards,
she has traveled around the
country playing all types of
music ranging from Jazz, Latin
Fusion, Gospel, R&B and Pop.
She has also played with
great musicians including Shelia E., Patrice Rushen, Ndugu
Chancler, Willie Pickens, Ken
Chaney and Robert “Baabe”
Irving III, Andrae and Sandra
Crouch and Kurt Elling, to
name just a few.
A recent college graduate,
Taylor received her Bachelor’s
Degree in Music Performance
(Jazz Drumset) and Production
from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. She

was named the 2012 Artist in
Residence at the Africa International House.
Leonieke Scheuble received
both the New Jersey 2017 Governor’s Award for “Exceptional
Promise in Music” and the
2017 International Women in
Jazz “Youth in Action Award.”
She is also the recipient of the
“Best Up and Coming Young
Artist Award” presented to her
in performance at the 2015
Hothouse Fan Award Ceremony
held at The Metropolitan Room
in Manhattan.
Two World Class Jazz organists have played a pivotal
role in Leonieke’s development. The first is Joey DeFrancesco who introduced her to
his Hammond B-3 at Dizzy’s
Club Coca-Cola. The other is
Dr. Lonnie Smith, who met
Leonieke and watched a you-

Leonieke Scheuble and Terry Moore
tube clip of her performing on
piano.
After learning that she had
an interest in Jazz organ, he
arranged for a Hammond organ to be delivered to her as
a gift. She recorded her debut
CD engineered by Trustees
Award Grammy winner, Rudy
Van Gelder, widely recognized

as one of the most important
engineers in music history.
Bot h Musicians Ter r y
Moore and Leonieke Scheuble
will perform at Rome Neal’s
Banana Puddin Jazz Series at
the Nuyorican Poets Café, Saturday, January 6, followed by a
Jazz Jam and Open Mic. Visit
www.nuyorican.org.

NEW YORK CITY
DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
MWBE OPPORTUNITIES
From fiscal year 14 through 16, the New York City
Department of Design and Construction awarded
almost $6 billion in contracts of which over $673
million was awarded to minority- and women-owned
businesses. We build libraries, firehouses, sewer
systems and other public buildings and infrastructure
projects.
We work with general contractors,
construction managers, electricians, plumbers and
others in the construction industry. Become our
partner and help us build our city.
For available contracting
opportunities visit DDC
online at nyc.gov/ddc

DONATE YOUR CAR

Wheels For
Wishes
Benefiting

Make-A-Wish®
Hudson Valley

*Free Vehicle/Boat Pickup
ANYWHERE
*We Accept All Vehicles
Running or Not
*Fully Tax Deductible

WheelsForWishes.org
Call: (917) 336-1254
* Car Donation Foundation d/b/a Wheels For Wishes. To learn more about our programs
or financial information, visit www.wheelsforwishes.org.
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AUTO DONATIONS

Donate your car to Wheels
For Wishes, benefiting
Make-A-Wish. We offer free
towing and your donation is
100% tax deductible. Call
(917) 336-1254
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The Spiritual Benefits - Huge
The Cost - Minimal
Evangelist F.C. Fisher
PO Box 952858
Lake Mary FL 32795
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2017 Year in sports–Part 1
There were tons of inciteful sports stories in 2017 both locally and nationally. The New York Beacon sports
team covered all from Colin Kaepernick, the NBA, WNBA, NY Yankees, Mets, Knicks, Nets, Giants, Jets,
MMA, UFC and Boxing. Here are some of the highlights from this past year:

NY Football A Bummer
By Andrew Rosario

W

ith the New York Jets
trashing their roster
and the New York
Giants improving theirs, fans
were prepared to be both disappointed and excited at the same
time. At the end of the year, Jets
fans would hold their heads
high, while Giants fans would
bury their heads. Big Blue lose
their first 5 games, bench Eli
Manning ending his starting
streak at 210 games. They fire

head coach Ben Mc Adoo and
general manager Jerry Reese.
They ended the season on a
winning note beating Washington 18-10 in their final home
game at MetLife Stadium. 3-13
earn them the second pick in
the 2018 draft. Will Eli return?
Will they draft a QB? New
general manager David Gettleman has to hire a head coach
and decide the future of wide
receiver diva Odell Beckham,
jr. The Jets were projected to
be a team that would be in the

running for a top draft choice.
They went into the season with
journeymen QB Josh Mc Cown
who was have a good year until
breaking his hand. He threw for
18 touchdowns, 9 interceptions
and more than 2,900 yards.
Both head coach Todd Bowles
and general manager Mike
Maccagnan were given contract
extension as the team were
competitive in all but a few
games. The Giants were expected to go deep in the playoffs.
Injuries and mutiny derailed

those hopes. The Jets were
looking to the future before the
season began. They combined
to win 8 games. That will not
be acceptable next year. Despite
all of the protest throughout the
year, Colin Kaepernick never
played a down in 2017. Teams
needing a quarterback, turned
their backs on a guy who led
his 49ers team to a Super Bowl
only a couple of years ago.
His protest sparked life- long
fans to boycott games. Ratings
and attendance dropped as did

sales of merchandise. Hard to
attribute it to him not getting
signed but numbers do not lie.
Kaepernick has sued the NFL
citing collusion as the reason
no team signed him. It will be
tough to prove. The Carolina
Panthers are up for sale and
Kaepernick has expressed interest in the purchase. What are
the chances of that happening?

By Derrel Johnson

Madison Square Garden and
should compete in his first NBA
All-Star Game in February. Not
as talented as last season’s team
with Melo, and Derrick Rose,
the current team is a gritty that
wins games at home and struggles on the road. They managed
to win a road game last Saturday against New Orleans and
began the 2018 campaign at

MSG this past Tuesday against
San Antonio. The Brooklyn
Nets traded the face of their
franchise, Brook Lopez to the
Los Angeles Lakers for D’Angelo Russell over the summer.
The team also acquired another
2015 NBA Draft Lottery pick,
Jahlil Okafor, though he has yet
to see significant action due to
lack of conditioning. Another

Jeremy Lin injury threatened to
derail the season, but the Nets
have a more talented roster.
Brooklyn ended the year showing grit in their 108 -105 loss
to the Boston Celtics on New
Years eve. They won their first
game of 2018 New Years day
taking out the Orlando Magic
98-95.

UFC 214—he tested positive
for the third time in his career,
earning a three-year suspension. At this point, it’s safe to
say that Jones will be known as
the best that never was.
2. Mayweather V.S. McGregor: Mystic Mac made
the ultimate power move by
leveraging his social media
following to instigate the ultimate combat sports matchup.
McGregor proved that he has
boxing chops, going ten rounds
with the greatest to ever do it,
before getting stopped. And
we’re guessing that his reported

$100 million payday took the
edge off.
3. George St. Pierre Returns:
Former welterweight champ
and UFC poster boy, George
“Rush” St. Pierre made a return
to the cage at 185-pounds, to
take on the belt holder, Michael
Bisping. And what a return it
was. “Rush” looked sharp and
athletic, (albeit too big for his
frame). And in the end of the
third, he choked “The Count”
out solidifying himself as a true
GOAT and the current UFC
middleweight champ.
4. New Stars Were Born:

The UFC got a healthy dose of
star power with the addition of
a few new phenoms. Look out
for Darren Till, Francis Ngannou (who’s already fighting
for the title on Jan. 20) and
Brian “T-city” Ortega. All
three display well-rounded
skillsets, impressive athleticism, and strong personalities—the trademarks of this
generation’s new breed of
fighters.
Next week, Didier Morais,
Leila Brown and Joshua Garcia will look back on their best
sports stories of 2017.

Knicks and Net Show Exceed Expectations

T

he 2017 calendar year for
the New York Knicks began with a fading superstar, Carmelo Anthony, who the
team traded on the eve of training
camp, and it ended with a
promising, future superstar,
Kristaps Porzingis, who has
been hearing MVP chants at

MMA Popularity Grows
By Andrew Gutman

W

hat a year it has was
for the sport of mixed
martial arts—legends
fell and returned, new champions were crowned, and one
fanatical Irishmen proved he
could talk the talk. Here are the
most significant MMA stories
of last year.
1. Jon Jones tests positive…again: After what was
a picture-perfect return for
“Bones”—stopping current
light heavyweight champ, Daniel Cormier via head kick at
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